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Abstract 

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) have gained tremendous attention amongst 

policy makers, researchers and engineers in response to the increasing fears for climate 

change which is caused by increased amounts of greenhouse gases (GHGs) being emitted 

into the atmosphere. This is in an effort to decarbonize fossil fuels, especially coal, in 

order to make them environmentally sustainable while allowing these fuels to contribute 

to the global energy mix. Due to its maturity, post-combustion capture by chemical 

absorption, has been the technology focus to capture carbon dioxide (CO2) from 

combustion flue gases emanating from fossil fuel-based power plants. 

In this work, a numerical model for catalyst-aided CO2 desorption from CO2-

loaded aqueous amines solution has been developed. The model includes a hot water-

heater and considers phase separation at the top of the desorption column. The model was 

validated with experimental data obtained from an integrated post-combustion CO2 

capture pilot plant which used 5 M monoethanolamine (MEA), and 5 M MEA mixed 

with 2 M N-Methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) solutions with two industrial catalysts, 

namely, HZSM-5 and γ-Al2O3. The model considers the presence of electrolytes and 

multi-component mass transfer as well as both the physical and chemical contribution of 

the catalyst in aiding the process.  

The data obtained from model simulation were in good agreement with the 

experimental data in terms of CO2 production rates with an absolute average deviation of 

approximately ±8.9 % for MEA and ±7.7 % for MDEA. The simulation slightly over-

predicted the CO2 production rate at the low temperature regime (75 °C) and under-
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predicted the CO2 production rate at the high temperature regime (95 °C) in both cases. 

Also, the temperature profiles predicted by the model was in close agreement with the 

experimental temperature profiles even though it under-predicted them. 

Based on the simulation as well as the experimental data, HZSM-5 was seen to 

have greater effect in aiding CO2 desorption than γ-Al2O3 for both solvents. However, the 

extent of aiding desorption of CO2 from loaded MEA was higher than that of MEA-

MDEA. Also, the concentration of CO2 in the gas phase was seen to be quite high and can 

greatly decrease the driving force for mass transfer. Furthermore, it was interesting to 

observe that that the presence of maldistribution in the column be shown based on the 

simulation results.   
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction 

1.1 Motivation for Carbon Capture and Sequestration 

Energy use everywhere is tied to population growth, industrialization and 

infrastructure development, amongst other factors. With projected world population 

reaching 9.7 billion (DESA, 2015) by 2050, the demand for energy is going to be higher 

than before, and considering the primary source of electricity generation, the dependence 

on fossil fuel is not going to stop anytime soon but will increase until research in 

renewable energy reaches an economical stage. 

However, the downside to using fossil fuels is carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions 

which has been identified as a major greenhouse gas (GHG) and a cause of global 

warming and climate change. With the current focus of world leaders to limit global 

warming well below 2 °C, efforts must therefore be made in de-carbonizing fossil fuels 

rather than abandoning them as they are major contributors to the global energy mix. 

Therefore, the capture and Storage (CCS) of CO2 has a big role to play in allowing fossil 

fuels to contribute to the global energy mix while reducing their impact on climate 

change in the near future. Majority of oil use is in the transportation sector. This sector is 

a small point source, and therefore, the only means of controlling carbon emissions is 

using efficient combustion systems and/or decarbonising the fuel before use. On the other 

hand, coal and natural gas are used mainly in power plants for electricity generation. 

These constitute the primary focus of this work. 
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Figure 1.1: World electricity production from all energy sources in 2014 (TWh) (World 

Bank Group, 2015) 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: World CO2 emissions from fuel combustion by fuel from 1973 to 

2013(International Energy Agency, 2015) 
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Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS) involves the capture of CO2 from large 

point sources such as power plants, cement manufacturing, iron and steel industries, etc. 

and transporting them to storage or utilization (in enhanced oil recovery) sites. Storage is 

achieved by injecting CO2 at a supercritical state into deep geological or oceanic 

reservoirs over long period (Allam and Bolland, 2005). This technology has gained much 

popularity amongst policy makers, engineers and researchers as a vital means to control 

the emission of CO2 from large point sources while meeting the energy demand, and 

therefore, saving the environment. 

1.2 Capture Methods 

 Per Jordal et al. (2004), current methods used to capture CO2 include post-

combustion, pre-combustion and oxyfuel capture. Their details are shown in Figure 1.3. 

Post combustion CO2 capture (PCC) involves the separation of CO2 from 

industrial fossil fuel-based combustion gases. The most common technique is chemical 

absorption since the partial pressure of CO2 is low (typically 3 – 15 vol%) (Wang et al., 

2011). This involves contacting the flue gas with a liquid doped with CO2 reactive 

chemical to facilitate absorption. The solvent is then regenerated and sent back for 

absorption. 
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Figure 1.3: CO2 capture options (Jordal et al., 2004) 
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Pre-combustion CO2 capture, on the other hand, involves the removal of CO2 

prior to combustion. The fuel is first processed in a reactor with steam and air or oxygen 

to form synthesis gas (H2 and CO mixture) at high pressure. Any CO2 impurity present 

can be separated by physical processes and the hydrogen used to generate electricity. 

In the case of oxy-fuel combustion, pure O2 is used for combustion instead of air. 

This results in a flue gas with high percentage of CO2 (typically 80 vol%) with the 

remainder being water vapor.  

Of the three (3) capture technologies, post combustion is the most mature and 

viable technology to capture CO2 from combustion gases. It can also be easily retrofitted 

into existing power plants without having to build a new plant altogether. It has even seen 

its first commercial scale deployment in Boundary Dam, near Estevan, Saskatchewan, 

Canada with several projects underway in other parts of the world. This is the focus of 

this research.  

1.3 Status of Post Combustion Capture 

A typical PCC process is shown in Figure 1.4. 
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Figure 1.4: Simplified flowsheet of chemical absorption process for PCC (Lawal et al., 

2009) 
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The CO2-rich flue gas from the power plant is contacted with the solvent in the 

absorber. The cleaned flue gas leaves the column at the top and the CO2-rich solvent 

leans at the bottom. The latter passes through a cross heat exchanger where it takes heat 

from the CO2-lean solvent exiting the reboiler and then fed to the top of the desorption 

column or stripper. In the desorption column, the amine is regenerated by the application 

of heat, and the regenerated amine is returned to the absorber for absorption. CO2 exits 

from the top of the desorption column for compression and storage or utilization. When a 

PCC plant is attached to a power plant, part of the steam generated in the power plant is 

used in the regeneration section of the capture plant. This decreases the output of the 

power plant from 40 % to 30 % (Davison et al., 2014) because of the high-energy 

requirements to regenerate the solvent. This is one of the major drawbacks of using this 

capture technology. Over the years, the drive to decrease the parasitic energy 

requirements has focused on either solvent improvement or/and process integration 

(Rochelle, 2009). This has led to the development of several solvents like piperazine 

(PZ), 4-(Diethylamine)-2-Butanol (DEAB), advanced solvents (KS-1), ionic liquids as 

well as mixing of 2 or more solvents to harness the abilities of each solvent in the 

formulation. Process improvements include absorber inter-cooling, stripper inter-heating, 

multi-pressure stripping, etc.  

A recent development with a potential to alleviate this problem is the application 

of a solid acid catalyst to aid in the desorption process (Idem et al., 2011). The presence 

of the solid acid catalyst can act as both high surface area packing material for mass 

transfer and a chemical facilitator for faster and easier reversion of ions to CO2 thereby 

allowing CO2 to be desorbed at lower temperatures (below 100 °C) and subsequently 
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reduce the heat required for regeneration (Idem et al., 2011; Liang et al., 2016; Shi et al., 

2014). These studies were however conducted in a batch scale reactor. Consequently, a 

full cycle bench scale or pilot plant scale CO2 capture studies based on this technology is 

required to determine its potential. Also, to further study the performance as well as 

achieve energy requirement reduction when this technology is used in a power plant with 

a capture plant, a thoroughly validated model is required for both simulation and design. 

1.4 CO2 Desorption Modeling Studies 

Most studies in CO2 absorption/desorption have been on absorption. Desorption is 

gradually receiving attention but at a much slower pace compared to absorption. In terms 

of modeling, much less work has been done. Only a few studies have been reported in 

terms of modeling of desorption of CO2 from CO2-loaded amine solutions. A few are as 

outlined in the work of (Tobiesen et al., 2008). This is delved into in chapter 2. However, 

work is yet to be reported on modeling with respect to catalyst-aided CO2 desorption. 

1.5 Process Simulators and the Catalyst-aided CO2 Desorption Process 

The idea of catalyst-aided desorption process is to utilize hot water as a heating 

medium instead of steam because of the ability for desorption to occur at temperatures 

below 100 °C with the use of a catalyst. However, at a temperature below 100 °C and 

pressure of 1 atm, the reboiler is unable to produce enough vapour for heat and mass 

transfer in the desorber column. In this situation, the reboiler becomes redundant. 

Consequently, the conventional CO2 desorption process needs to be modified to exclude 

a reboiler but to include a water heat exchanger as shown in Figure 1.5. The consequence 

of this modification is that, to the best of our knowledge, none of the commercial process 

simulators available and used in modeling post combustion CO2 capture (such as Aspen 
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Plus (Freguia and Rochelle, 2003a; Zhang et al., 2009a), Promax (Ahmadi, 2012; Luo et 

al., 2009), Protreat (Cousins et al., 2011), etc.)) are able to model the process.  

This is because, for a process simulator to be able to model this new catalyst-

aided CO2 desorption process, it must first allow custom kinetics in their built-in column 

model. Secondly, it must have a flexible configuration to allow the configuration shown 

in Figure 1.7. Promax and Protreat fall short of custom kinetics hence are unable to 

model the new/modified process. Aspen Plus allows custom kinetics in its RadFrac 

model but is unable to run without a reboiler and inlet gas flow at the bottom which is the 

configuration of the new catalyst-aided process. The feedback from Aspen Plus is shown 

in Figure 1.5. 

Again, when a bottom inlet gas stream is specified but with a zero flowrate, 

severe error occurs during the simulation. This is shown in Figure 1.6 
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Figure 1.5: Aspen Plus feedback when reboiler is removed 

 

 

Figure 1.6: Aspen Plus feedback when a bottom gas inlet is specified with zero flow 
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Lastly, in an event where the reboiler was specified with operating conditions of 1 

atm and a temperature below 100 °C or reboiler was removed and a bottom gas inlet 

stream was specified with a very small gas flowrate, there was great difficulty to get the 

model to converge. This might have been because Aspen Plus has not been well 

programmed to handle very small flows, especially gas or vapour flows in the desorber 

column, which makes such programs to encounter difficulties in converging. 

To simply describe our process, it is a catalytic packed bed reactor where details 

of the heat and mass transfer processes occurring are of great importance. The packed 

bed reactor available in Aspen Plus does not show or handle gas-liquid mass transfer 

limitations as it assumes equilibrium and hence is undesired.  

There was therefore the need to develop a custom model for our process and 

hence the motivation for this research. 
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Figure 1.7: Process configuration of the desorption process (Left: Low temperature 

catalytic process; Right: Conventional desorption process with reboiler) 
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1.6 Objectives and Scope of Work 

The main objective of the present work has been to develop an appropriate model 

for the catalytic CO2 desorption process which can predict the performance of the system. 

 The tasks undertaken to accomplish this objective are: 

 Developing a flexible and rigorous mathematical model for the catalytic system. 

 Collecting accurate experimental data of the catalytic desorption system in an 

integrated pilot plant utilizing 2 industrial catalysts and 2 solvent types. 

 Validating the model against the experimental data obtained. 

1.7 Outline of thesis 

Chapter 2 presents and discusses extensive literature of brief history of catalyst-aided 

CO2 desorption, modeling and simulation studies on reactive separation processes 

specifically CO2 desorption and catalyst-aided reactive distillation. The various 

simulation environments used are also discussed. 

Chapter 3 describes the development of the mathematical model and presents analysis of 

choice of assumptions, empirical correlations as well as numerical simulation of the 

model equations. 

Chapter 4 gives an overview of the experimental setup, the conditions of the experiments 

and the logic behind the configuration. 

Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results of the experimental setup and validation of 

the model with experimental data. 
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Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes on the findings of the thesis as well as offer some 

recommendations for further work.   
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CHAPTER TWO: Literature Review 

2.1 CO2 Desorption 

Post combustion capture using reactive solvents is considered as one of the major 

technologies that can be used to alleviate the impact of CO2 on the environment while 

keeping fossil fuels in the energy mix. Shortly following absorption is desorption of the 

absorbed CO2 for utilization or storage. It is a heat-demanding process of removal of the 

absorbed CO2 from the amine. The high heat demands is one of the major drawbacks of 

post combustion capture (Idem et al., 2006) with the desorption costs taking about 80 % 

of the cost (Oyenekan, 2007).  

Previous studies have focused on solvent improvement and/or process 

improvement as suggested by Rochelle, (2009). Alternative solvents to 

Monoethanolamine are being proposed by several researchers to alleviate the high heat 

requirements for desorption, better mass transfer rates with CO2, less corrosion and 

degradation than MEA ((Bates et al., 2002; Campbell, 2014; Lepaumier et al., 2009; 

Singto et al., 2016)). Again, different process configurations such as advanced stripper 

configuration are being sought with the aim of decreasing the heat requirements for 

desorption or to make the desorber more efficient (Frailie et al., 2013; Oyenekan and 

Rochelle, 2006; Oyenekan, 2007). 

More recently, a new method of improving CO2 desorption using solid acid catalyst 

has been patented and preliminary studies in a batch reactor is promising (Idem et al., 

2011; Shi et al., 2014). In the work of Shi et al. (2014), 2 solid acid catalysts – one 

Bronsted acid and the Lewis acid. The Lewis acid replaces the role bicarbonate while the 
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Bronsted acid provides protons to aid in the breakdown of carbamate. The combined 

catalyst action together with blended solvent (MEA-DEAB) decreased the heat duty from 

the base case of 100 % to 38 % (Shi et al., 2014). 

CO2 desorption is typically a two-phase (gas-liquid) system where there is 

simultaneous heat and mass transfer across the phases. The addition of a solid acid 

catalyst adds a third phase (solid) to the system thereby making the process a three-phase 

(gas-liquid-solid) system. The process for the catalytic and non-catalytic pathways is 

shown in Figure 2.1. 

2.1.1 Non-catalytic CO2 desorption 

The non-catalytic pathway or conventional CO2 process is when the CO2-loaded 

amine goes through the liquid film to the gas-liquid interface while reacting to form CO2. 

The CO2 crosses the interface and travels through the gas film to the bulk gas. At the 

same time, the free amine returns to the bulk liquid. In all these instances, the Maxwell 

Stefan (MS) equation or any other simplified mass transport equation can be used to 

model this process. MS equation is mostly used in CO2 capture modeling due to the 

presence of ions in the liquid phase. 
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Figure 2.1: Mass transfer network for non-catalytic and catalytic CO2 desorption 
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2.1.2 Catalytic CO2 desorption  

The catalytic pathway involves the CO2-loaded amine going through the liquid 

film to the catalyst surface. It then travels through the catalyst pore to the center of the 

catalyst while reacting to produce CO2, free amine and water which then travels back 

through the catalyst pore to the catalyst surface. In this instance, both catalytic and non-

catalytic pathways may be followed. The transport through the catalyst pore can be 

modeled with the modified dusty gas model or the dusty fluid model (Higler et al., 2000). 

However, this depends heavily on the parameters of the catalyst which need to be 

measured or estimated. However, with the assumption of pseudo-homogeneous liquid 

and solid phase, this equation becomes unnecessary. 

2.2 Desorber Modeling 

Quantitative models based on the fundamental understanding of this reactive 

separation process can provide optimal design and mechanistic understanding of this 

process for heat duty reduction. Optimal desorber design is therefore critical as it takes 

about 80 % of the operating cost of a post combustion capture plant (Oyenekan, 2007). 

More importantly, the advent of solid acid catalyst-aided desorption paves way for 

further energy reduction research and therefore modeling is essential to compare it 

performance with the non-catalytic process at the industrial scale. 

Several researchers have successfully modeled the desorber using different 

software as well as in-house codes. A number of integrated plant simulations have been 

conducted (Freguia and Rochelle, 2003b; Lawal et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009b). Again, 

studies on only absorber modeling (Kale et al., 2013; Khan et al., 2011; Kucka et al., 

2003) and only desorber modeling (Oyenekan, 2007; Tobiesen et al., 2008) has been 
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studied. The approaches employed can generally be classified into equilibrium and rate-

based approaches. Also, the authors either developed in-house process simulators or used 

commercial ones. To the best of our knowledge Aspen Plus (Freguia and Rochelle, 

2003b; Zhang et al., 2009b) is the most used simulation software for CO2 capture. A few 

also employed Aspen Custom Modeler (Kale et al., 2013; Kucka et al., 2003; Oyenekan, 

2007) to develop their own model for the process with custom features. 

In this work, the rate-based approach was employed and the desorber model was 

developed and simulated in Aspen Custom Modeler (ACM) with the goal of exporting it 

for use in Aspen Plus for further analysis. 

2.3 Modeling Approaches 

Currently, two approaches exist to model physical or reactive separation processes. They 

are the equilibrium approach and the non-equilibrium or rate-based approach. 

2.3.1 Equilibrium Modeling Approach 

The equilibrium-based approached has in the past been applied in conventional 

reactive or non-reactive distillation modeling. It has also been extensively used in 

reactive absorption processes. Most often, the reactions occurring are simple (Ernest and 

Seader, 1981). In equilibrium stage modeling, the column is divided into stages in which 

the phases (Liquid and gas) leaving the stage are assumed to be in equilibrium with each 

other. This is shown in Figure 2.2. However, in reality, a stage in a distillation column is 

far from being ideal. 
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Figure 2.2: An equilibrium stage in a separation column (Ahmadi et al., 2010) 

Until recently, this approach assumes that there is no resistance to mass transfer. 

However, current models using this approach try to model film resistances using 

Murphree efficiency (Lockett, 1986). Most often in packed columns, the Height 

Equivalent to Theoretical Plate (HETP) is used in place of Murphree efficiency. Again, in 

reactive separations, “enhancement factors” are used to account for enhancement in the 

mass transfer due to the presence of chemical reactions. They are calculated by fitting 

experimental results or by theoretical derivation using simplified assumptions (Kenig and 

Gorak, 2005).  

The inability or lack of fundamental methods to accurately estimate these 

efficiencies particularly in reactive separation, especially systems with complex series of 

reactions, makes this approach unsuitable despite their robustness. Schneider et al., 

(1999) explains in details the low accuracy of the equilibrium approach for reactive 

absorption modeling for complex reaction behaviour. Nonetheless, the equilibrium model 
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has specific uses in feasibility studies and in industrial applications. The equilibrium 

approach has been proven to be robust since only a few equations are solved (Material, 

Equilibrium, Summation and Heat Equations – MESH) hence, it is employed in this 

research for initialization of the complex rate-based approach. This is discussed in details 

in subsequent chapters. 

2.3.2 Non-Equilibrium Modeling Approach 

The rate-based approach extends the equilibrium approach by considering the 

actual mass and heat transfer rates of components from one phase to the other. 

Consequently, the no film resistance assumption is ignored and any of the film theories is 

used to describe the film behaviour. The film theory (Whitman, 1962), the penetration 

theory (Higbie, 1935) or the surface renewal theory (Danckwerts, 1953) can be used to 

describe the film resistance to mass transfer. It is physically more consistent than the 

equilibrium model. 

Figure 2.3 shows a stage in a rate-based column. The hydrodynamics are 

accounted for using empirical correlations or from first principles. A number simulation 

packages have been developed based on the rate-based model for reactive separation 

processes (MacDowell et al, 2010). Even though the rate-based approach is physically 

more accurate, it requires a great deal of effort to achieve a solution especially when the 

Maxwell Stefan (MS) or even a simpler Nernst-Planck mass transfer equation is used to 

describe the transport of components through the films. The rate-based approach is 

employed in this research and the equations involved are described in detail in chapter 3. 
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Figure 2.3: A rate-based stage in the catalytic CO2 desorption column, based on the 2–

film theory 

 

2.4 Aspen Custom Modeler 

ACM is a modelling environment which allows for quick development and 

simulation of custom process models. It can run in four modes namely: Steady state, 

dynamic, parameter estimation and optimization (either steady state or dynamic). Again, 

it allows integration of Aspen Properties into the developed process models using its 

built-in procedures. It also allows for custom procedures to be developed depending on 

the needs of the user. One other feature the ability of the developed model to be exported 

into Aspen Plus with ease hence build and test new processes. (Tremblay and Peers, 

2014) 
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As mentioned earlier several authors have used this environment not only for CO2 

capture but for other processes (Chang et al., 2010; Klöker et al., 2005; Mueller and 

Kenig, 2007; Restrepo et al., 2014; Ziaii et al., 2009). gPROMS developed by Process 

Systems Enterprise (PSE) is one other equally good model development and simulation 

environment software which can be used to model the catalytic process.  

2.5 Packed Columns 

The desorber column is normally filled with materials to increase the available area 

for mass and heat transfer. These materials can either be random or structured. For 

packed columns, it is desired to keep the bed height to column diameter (L/D) ratio 

greater than or equal to 50 and the column diameter to packing diameter ratio greater than 

or equal to 10. This is to minimize the effect of spatial variations in the column (Froment 

et al., 1990; Rase and Holmes, 1977). 

This is no different in the case of catalyst-aided desorption where the packing materials in 

the column are replaced with catalysts. However, in other to decrease pressure drop and 

keep the L/D ratio within range, the catalyst was mixed with inert spherical materials. 

Other strategies for incorporating catalyst in columns in the case of reactive distillation 

are described by Taylor and Krishna, (2000) 
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CHAPTER THREE: Theory and Development of 

Mathematical Modeling and Simulation for Conventional and 

Catalyst-Aided CO2 Desorption 

Desorption/Stripping is a special form of distillation without a rectification 

section. It is inherently difficult to model and simulate because of its complex nature 

(multi-component mixtures). More importantly, the CO2 desorption column in this work 

has been modified to exclude gas inlet from the bottom of the column resulting in small 

gas flows in the column thereby making convergence quite tricky. In this chapter a 

detailed one-dimensional steady state model which includes both the equilibrium based 

model and non-equilibrium or rate-based model is presented. In the equilibrium model, 

any stage in the desorption column is considered to be ideal, and so, it is not necessary to 

account for stage efficiencies. The rate-based model on the other hand is not considered 

ideal and the Maxwell Stefan equation together with binary mass transfer correlations are 

used to determine the mass transfer rates. The model equation framework is implemented 

in Aspen Custom Modeler™ (Tremblay and Peers, 2014). Initialization of the rate-based 

model is complex; hence, a detailed initialization procedure is necessary. This is 

described and discussed in this section. The usefulness of the developed model is 

illustrated by comparing its results to the experimental data obtained from the laboratory 

CO2 capture pilot plant. 
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3.1 Model Formulation 

Certain reasonable assumptions need to be made to eliminate the calculations that are 

not relevant to this work. In this work, the simulations were based on the following 

assumptions and conditions: 

 Both the bulk liquid and gas phases are perfectly mixed. 

 Liquid and gas leave the stage at conditions determined by the heat and mass 

transfer rates. 

 The feed enters the column topmost stage as a single liquid phase only. 

 The column is perfectly insulated. Hence heat losses to the environment are 

negligible. 

 There is no or negligible pressure drop in the column.  

 Liquid and solid phase are assumed to be pseudo-homogeneous. 

 Both catalytic and non-catalytic reactions take place in only the bulk liquid and 

not in the film. This is because at high temperatures, the reaction is fast enough 

that equilibrium is achieved in the bulk liquid. 

3.2 Model Equations 

The equations for the desorption model are derived from: 

 Material and heat balance equations. These equations are essentially ordinary 

differential equations (ODEs) for a steady state model, but when discretized into 

stages, they become algebraic equations (AEs).  

 Equilibrium relations and physical properties 

 Heat and mass transfer rate equations 
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 Column hydrodynamics 

 Kinetic equations 

The full set of equations is given below: 

3.2.1 Bulk Phase Balance Equations 

A component mole balance is written for each phase (Equations (3.1) and (3.2) 

for liquid and gas phase, respectively) in the rate-based model. A pseudo-homogeneous 

solid-liquid phase is assumed, while the transport limitations to the catalyst are handled 

by including the effectiveness factor and activity of the catalyst. The reaction terms (both 

catalytic and non-catalytic reactions) appear in the liquid phase to account for the 

generation or consumption of components in that phase. However, with the assumption 

that no reaction occurs in the gas phase, the reaction term is not included in the gas phase 

balance as is usually the case for gas-liquid reactions.  
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In Equations (3.1) and (3.2), L and G are liquid and gas flow rates, respectively; dz is the 

differential height along the column, while x and y are the liquid and gas phase 

component mole fractions respectively. Also, N is the component molar flux, a is the 

effective gas-liquid interfacial area, ν is the stoichiometric coefficient appearing in the 

reaction equation, R is the rate of reaction, ϕ is the catalyst volume fraction, ρ is the bulk 

density of catalyst-inert mixture, φ is the liquid holdup, and Ac is the cross-sectional area 
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of column. The subscript i stands for component index, LG for liquid-gas, L for liquid, e 

for equilibrium reaction, k for kinetically-controlled reactions as well as catalytic 

reactions. The superscripts B, I and BL stand for bulk phase, interface, and bulk liquid 

respectively. In addition, “nc” and “ngc” represent the number of components and 

number of gas phase components, respectively. 

To determine the axial temperature profile along the column, differential heat 

balances are required (Equations (3.3) and (3.4) for each phase (gas and liquid, 

respectively)) as was done for the component mass balances. The enthalpy calculations 

are used to account for the heat of reaction term in the liquid phase. 
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H and Q appearing in Equations (3) and (4) are enthalpy and heat flux, respectively. 

3.2.2 Film and Interphase Balance Equations 

It is assumed that material and heat move from one phase to the other phase at the 

gas-liquid interphase. The Maxwell Stefan (MS) equation makes it possible to rigorously 

model multi-component molecular diffusion. MS equation considers accurate interactions 

in the non-ideal phase as well as the presence of other external forces, such as electrical 

forces. This is as outlined completely in the study of Krishna and Wesselingh, (1997) as 

given in Equation (3.5): 
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In Equation 3.5, di is the driving force for mass transfer, RG is the universal gas constant, 

T is temperature, δL is film thickness, µ is chemical potential, ηf is dimensionless film 

coordinate, z is the ionic charge, F is Faraday’s constant, σe is the electrical potential, cLt 

is liquid molar density and Dij is MS diffusion coefficient. Equation 3.5 is applicable to 

the liquid phase, which is considered to be non-ideal. The presence of the second driving 

force (electrical potential) in the MS equation requires that electro-neutrality condition be 

maintained. Therefore, this requirement is met in Equation 3.6:  
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On the other hand, the gas phase is considered to be ideal, and so, the terms containing 

the chemical potential are neglected. The MS equation therefore takes the form shown in 

Equation 3.7: 
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In this equation, δG is the gas film thickness, which can be obtained from empirical 

correlations. To determine the concentration profiles in the films, the MS equations must 

be solved simultaneously with the continuity equation. In CO2 desorption, if the reactions 

occurring in the liquid film are slow enough, then these reactions can take place in the 

film otherwise they are negligible. The change in flux due to the presence of reactions in 

the film can be accounted for in the source term in the continuity equation. This is the 

case of the liquid film and hence the equation is as written in Equation (3.8): 
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Since no reaction occurs in the gas film, the source term vanishes and a constant flux 

equation is obtained as shown in Equation (3.9). 
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Similarly, the heat balance in the films is described by the heat continuity equation 

without source terms. This is because the heat of reaction is accounted for in the 

calculation of the enthalpies. 
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The heat fluxes are expressed as a combination of convective and conductive heat flows. 

These are given in Equations (3.13) and (3.14), respectively. 
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Here, λ is the phase thermal conductivity. Again, at the gas-liquid interface, the reaction 

can occur at the interface if it is slow enough. Thus, the reaction term appears as in 

Equation 3.15. Equation 3.16 ensures that no ions are present in the gas phase. 
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The heat flux is continuous across the gas-liquid interface. This is given in Equation 3.17: 

GL QQ            (3.17) 

It is assumed that phase equilibrium prevails at the gas liquid interface as shown in 

Equation 3.18: 
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3.2.3 Thermodynamic property system 

The accuracy of a process model depends on the accurate modeling of the 

thermodynamics of the system. This includes but not limited to phase and chemical 

equilibrium thermodynamics as well as physical and chemical properties of the system. 

The Electrolyte Non-Random Two Liquids (eNRTL) thermodynamic model was used to 

model the non-ideal liquid phase behaviour of the system. Details of the property method 

are as outlined in (Aspen Properties, 2001). 

3.2.4 Film thickness 

Film thickness, δ, is an important parameter in rigorous multi-component rate-

based modeling. This was evaluated from empirical correlations for mass transfer 

coefficients and interfacial area. In this work, Onda’s correlations (Onda et al., 1968) 

were used to evaluate mass transfer coefficients in the gas and liquid phases, as well as 

the effective interfacial area. The equations are shown below: 
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Where kG is the gas-side mass transfer coefficient, ap is the packing factor, DG is the 

binary diffusivity, Re is the Reynolds number, Sc is the Schmidt number and dp is the 

nominal packing diameter. A is a constant that takes a value of 2.0 if dp is less than 0.012 

m and a value of 5.23 if dp is greater than or equal to 0.012. 
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Similarly, kL is the liquid-side mass transfer coefficient, ρ is the density, η is the dynamic 

viscosity and g is acceleration due to gravity. 
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Here, aw is the wetted surface area, σ is the surface tension while σc is the critical surface 

tension of the packing material, Fr is Froude number and We is Weber number. 
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The dimensionless numbers are calculated from equations 3.22 – 3.25. In the equations 

above, u is the velocity of the bulk liquid or bulk gas. 

From the above equations and film theory, the film thickness is calculated using the 

equation below: 

k

D
            (3.26) 

3.2.5 Fluid holdup 

Fluid holdup is the volume of liquid present in the void fraction of the packing 

space. A reasonable value is necessary for effective mass and heat transfer between 

phases during the operation of the column. Subsequently, its estimation is important to be 

able to accurately determine the reaction rates occurring in the bulk liquid film. (Shulman 

et al., 1955) developed a correlation for static holdup. The static hold is the liquid 

remaining on the packing after being fully wet and drained for a sufficient time. Dynamic 

holdup on the other hand is the liquid held by the packing with constant introduction of 

fresh material and counteracting withdrawal of held material to maintain a constant level. 

It depends on the retention time and is also necessary for dynamic simulations. 

However, in this work, the liquid holdup, L , appearing in Equation (3.1) was 

determined using the correlation of Mersmann and Deixler, (1986). This depends on the 

liquid flow rate and the void fraction of the packing. 
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ε is the void fraction of the packing in equation 3.27. 
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3.2.6 Packing density 

The catalyst section of the desorber column is made of a random mixture of 6 mm 

inert marble. This was treated as multi-sized random packing of spherical objects. The 

approximate density of random close packing of mono-sized spheres obtained from 

experiment was 0.64 (Scott and Kilgour, 1969). Random close packing is obtained by 

shaking the container after packing. In the case our experiments, that wasn’t done hence 

the packing density of random loose packing was chosen as 0.6. 

To determine the void fraction of the multi-sized mixed packing, the packing 

density is necessary. The packing density of the mixed catalyst and 6 mm marble was 

calculated using the equation of Yamada et al., (2011). The equation is shown below: 
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Where r is the radius of the spherical packings. Β in the equation above is calculated 

using equation 3.29. 
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)( c       (3.29) 

In this case, C is a stage in the column which is cylindrical in shape. 

3.3 Generation of Models 

3.3.1 Equilibrium model 

Equations (3.1-3.18) above represent the rate-based model. However, the 

equilibrium-based model was also developed for initialization purposes due to its 
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robustness. This was achieved by equating the bulk mass flux to the interfacial mass flux 

as shown below 
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These two equations by-pass the film transport equations, and thus, the assumption of no-

film resistance or zero film thickness is achieved.  
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Table 3.1: List of variables per stage in equilibrium model 

Variable Number 

Vapour and Liquid flow rate 2 

Vapour and liquid compositions 2*NC 

Temperature 1 

Rate of reactions NC 

Total 3*NC + 3 

 

 

 

Table 3.2: List of equations per stage for equilibrium model 

Equations Number 

Material balances NC 

Heat balances 1 

Equilibrium relation NC 

Reaction NC 

Summation equations 2 

Total 3*NC + 3 
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3.3.2 Non-equilibrium Model 

Table 3.3: List of variables per stage in non-equilibrium model 

Variable Number 

Bulk Vapour and liquid flow rate 2 

Bulk Vapour and liquid compositions 2*NC 

Bulk Vapour and liquid temperature 2 

Interface temperature 1 

Gas and liquid interface composition 2*NC 

Mass transfer rates 2*NC 

Heat transfer rates 2 

Bulk liquid reaction rates NC 

Total 7*NC + 7 
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Table 3.4: List of equations per stage for non-equilibrium model 

Equation Number 

Bulk liquid and gas material balance 2*NC 

Material balance at interface NC 

Bulk liquid and gas heat balance 2 

Interface energy balance 1 

Interface equilibrium relation NC 

Mass flux 2*NC 

Heat flux 2 

Summation equations 2 

Bulk liquid reactions NC 

Total 7*NC + 7 
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3.4 Other Models 

Aside from the main column, other auxiliary models were developed. They are 

described in the subtopics below. 

3.4.1 Heater 

The hot water/oil heat exchanger was modeled using ACM’s built-in True 

Composition Vapour-Liquid-Solid (pTrueCompVLS) Fortran procedure. This takes 

temperature, pressure and apparent liquid phase composition of the stream as input. It 

then calculates the true composition and determines the vapour fraction, liquid fraction 

and solid fraction as well as their mole fractions. 

3.4.2 Mixer 

A simple mixing rule was used to model the mixer. The total flow of each component 

was determined using the equation below: 

2,21,1,0 iii xFxFF           (3.31) 

Where x is the mole fraction of component i, and F is the flow rate. 

The mole fraction of the final stream was determined by dividing the component flow 

rate by the total outlet flow rate. 

3.5 Computational and Numerical Analysis 

Even though the equations described above are made up of algebraic equations 

they consist of both linear and nonlinear equations. Again, the use of MS equation makes 

analytical solutions to the equations tedious to solve, if not impossible. Hence, the 

numerical aspects of the model development cannot be ignored, especially discretization 

and model initialization.   
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3.5.1 Model Specification 

Both models require similar specifications for the model to be fully specified. The 

general requirements for both models are:  

 Heat exchanger inlet feed flow rate, apparent composition and temperature. 

 Heat exchanger outlet temperature. 

 Column diameter and packed height as well as catalyst weight and type. 

3.5.2 Numerical solution of model equations 

The model described in this work is made up of a system of algebraic and 

differential equations. The CO2 desorption column was discretized into stages axially to 

solve these equations. The film differential equations were also discretized using the 

backward finite difference method instead of the central difference method to avoid zig-

zag profiles which are known to be produced by the latter method (Higler, 1999). A 

solution to these discretized equations requires boundary conditions. Consequently, 

vector type boundary conditions were used to obtain a unique solution. 

I

ii xzx  )0(   B

iLi xzx  )(    I

ii yzy  )0(   B

iGi yzy  )(   

Apart from the equations, the physical and chemical properties were calculated 

using either built-in Aspen Property procedures or user-defined procedures. These were 

calculated independently and returned to the equations for the variables to be solved. The 

model was implemented in the simulation environment of Aspen Custom Modeler® 

(ACM). The use of ACM was done to allow for the reliance on Aspen Properties for all 

physical property calculations. The equilibrium model was adapted for the purposes of 
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initialization of the complex models and improved numerical convergence. Also, 

simulation control structures were used to induce flexibility of the model. 

 

3.5.3 Simulation flowsheet 

The simulation flowsheet is show in Figure 3.1. The top section of the column 

without packing is merged with the hot water/oil heat exchanger since after preheating 

the rich solvent, the flow is most likely to be a two-phase flow. Consequently, the liquid 

separates out before it contacts the packed section of the column. The fraction of gas and 

liquid that exits the separator depends on the temperature, pressure and composition of 

the mixture. The rich solvent from the lean-rich heat exchanger enters the hot water/oil 

heat exchanger where it is heated to the desired temperature while at the same time flash 

separation occurs. The liquid phase then enters the column where it contacts the packed 

bed for mass transfer to occur and then exits the column as lean solvent. The desorbed 

gas from the column and the gas from the hot water/oil heat exchanger are mixed in the 

mixer, and the total mixture is termed as the product gas. Figure 3.2 shows the structure 

of the column used in the simulation. The large inert material was merged with the 

structured packing, and so was not modelled as an independent section. 
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Figure 3.1: Simulation flowsheet of model in ACM 
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Figure 3.2: Structure of desorption column. Left: Structure of experimental setup. Right: 

Structure of simulation setup. 
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The desorption column was discretized into 10 stages. Since the number of 

temperature points in the actual desorber was 7 and not 10, the number of stages was 

normalized to 7 for data presentation. Normalization was achieved by mapping the 10th 

stage of the simulation to the 7th or topmost temperature probe of the actual desorber and 

then using a simple proportionality ratio shown below: 

If 10th simulation stage = 7th column stage, then 9th simulation stage = 7/10 x 9 = 6.3. 

This was repeated to normalize other stages in the simulation. 

 

3.5.4 Initialization and Simulation strategy 

The initialization of the model is tricky. Since Newton’s method or one of its 

derivatives was used to solve the equations, it is required that the initial variables are near 

the solution. Even the equilibrium model may not converge if the initial variables are far 

from the solution. The main challenge in the initialization was how to determine the 

equilibrium K-values because the property procedure constantly failed when it was 

evaluated. Since the Newton’s method is an iterative procedure, if the starting guess of 

the composition used to compute the K-values are not good enough, it can lead to the 

calculation of compositions where the calculation of the K-values are not feasible. In 

short, ACM may call the equilibrium procedure which takes both the gas and liquid phase 

composition as inputs to calculate the K-values, but the gas phase conditions given may 

not correspond to the liquid mixture. 

To tackle this challenge, the K-values were obtained from Aspen Plus and then 

copied into ACM. Also, the liquid phase composition for leaving each stage was set at 
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the liquid inlet composition while the gas phase composition was set at a reasonable 

value or also obtained from Aspen Plus. In a situation where the equilibrium K-values are 

not provided prior to running the simulation, the equilibrium property procedure may fail 

to provide ACM with suitable values for the partial derivatives and thus, ACM cannot 

calculate the Jacobian matrix properly and subsequently lead to convergence failure. 

Again, the nonlinearity of the reactions tends to cause convergence problems. The 

simulation was completed in 5 steps starting from the equilibrium model then gradually 

increasing the number of variables calculated till the final non-equilibrium model is 

achieved. The steps are described below. In all cases, the reactions could be turned on or 

off as desired depending on the situation. 

3.5.4.1 Step 1 

In the first step, only the material balance equations are solved. The K-values are 

obtained in Aspen Plus and fixed. The liquid phase compositions are set to the inlet 

compositions while reasonable values are used for the gas phase compositions. The 

reactions are also turned off. After convergence of this specification, the reactions are 

turned on one after the other. In some cases, more robust open solvers like Least Squares 

Sequential Quadratic Solver (LSSQP) with decomposition were used to force the solution 

to converge. However, these solvers are optimization solvers and tend to not obey 

variable bounds and therefore should be switched back to the Newton solver after it 

converges. 

3.5.4.2 Step 2 

In this step, the energy balance equations are turned on while the K-values are 

kept constant. This typically converged quite easily; however; it sometimes did not 
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converge when the temperatures were far apart. In this case, step 1 was repeated with the 

temperature values decreased by about 10%. The temperature values used at this stage is 

mainly because of the reactions.  

3.5.4.3 Step 3 

In this step, the complete equilibrium model is simulated. The equilibrium K-

values are calculated together with the energy and material balance equations. This 

typically converged easily. 

3.5.4.4 Step 4 

In this step, the non-equilibrium model is initialized with the values of the 

equilibrium model. The film compositions are set equal to the bulk compositions while 

the mass transfer calculations are initialized by calculating using the bulk composition. 

The film temperatures are also set to the bulk temperature. The interfacial area coefficient 

and holdup are not calculated in this step as they cause convergence issues even when 

they change slightly since they appear in the material balance equations. Hence, they are 

fixed. In short, this model is the equilibrium model with additional unnecessary variables 

not required by the equilibrium model but required by the non-equilibrium model. 

3.5.4.5 Step 5 

In this step, the full non-equilibrium model is simulated. The MS equation as well 

as the continuity equations and heat flux equations are solved. This is the final step and 

subsequent simulations using the save solvent starts from here.  

Conditions are changed between simulations using the same solvent by using the 

homotopy method. This takes very small steps from a converged solution to another 
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converged solution and therefore prevent drastic changes in certain variables especially 

temperature. 

3.5.5 Convergence Criteria 

Numerical techniques are approximation techniques and therefore have errors associated 

with them. A convergence criteria is therefore needed to ensure that the errors in the 

obtained solution is well within an acceptable limit.  

Two convergence criteria currently exist namely variable convergence and residual 

convergence. Variable convergence criterion ensures that the difference between the 

current and the previous solution values for all variables are is below the error limit while 

residual convergence ensures that the difference between the left-hand side and the right-

hand side of all equations is below the error limit. 

In this work, both convergence criteria were used to check whether a solution has been 

reached depending on which criterion has been met first. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the 

values used. 
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Figure 3.3: Nonlinear solver tab indicating the convergence criteria and solution method 

in ACM 
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Figure 3.4: Tolerance tab indicating the tolerances for simulation in ACM 
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Figure 3.5: Graphical representation of simulation strategy 
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CHAPTER FOUR: Experimental Section 

In this chapter, the experimental setup as well as the experimental runs are 

described. In this work 2 solvent types and 2 industrial solid acid catalysts were used. 

4.1 Pilot plant data 

The pilot plant data consist of 54 runs at 3 operating average catalyst bed 

temperature conditions for different catalyst weights and 2 catalyst types as well as two 

solvent types. The catalysts tested were HZSM-5 (Obtained from Zibo Yinghe Chemical 

Co. Ltd, China) and γ-Al2O3 (Obtained from Zeochem, USA) at varying weights of 0 – 

200 g at 50 g interval. The catalyst bed temperature was, on the average, kept at 75 °C, 85 

°C and 95 °C. The solvents utilized were 5 M MEA and a mixed blend of 5 M MEA – 2 

M MDEA. There were 27 runs for each solvent. 

4.2 Pilot plant experimental setup 

A simplified flowsheet of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.1. It is an 

integrated pilot plant with absorber and desorber connected with other unit operations. 

The highlight of this setup is the absence of the reboiler and the presence of a rich amine 

hot water/oil heat exchanger. Since this is an integrated plant, the desorption condition 

was determined by the overall operation of the plant. The insulated stainless steel 

columns (for absorber and desorber) of the pilot plants were identically designed, each 

with a total height of 1.07 m (packed height is 0.91 m) and internal diameter of 0.05 m. 

The absorber was packed with Sulzer LDX structured packing while the desorber was 

packed with a mixture of structured packing, an inert material and catalyst. The detailed 

arrangement of the packing in the desorber is shown in Figure 3.2.  
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Table 4.1:Properties of catalysts used in this work 

Catalyst Shape Dimensions Comment 

γ-Al2O3 Spherical Diameter = 3 mm  

HZSM-5 Cylindrical Diameter = 2 mm;  

Length = 4 mm 

The length specified is an 

assumed average length of 

the catalyst. In reality, the 

length varied greatly 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of experimental setup 
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The presence of the storage tank was key to ensuring steady operation of the plant 

as it minimizes disruptions from the desorber as well as to allow for constant lean loading 

of liquid to the absorber.  

Lean amine from the tank was fed to the top of the absorber to contact wet CO2-

rich gas entering from the bottom of the absorber. The CO2-rich gas (15% CO2 and 85% 

N2 dry basis) was obtained by mixing appropriate amounts of 100% CO2 and 100% N2 

stored in tanks obtained from Praxair Canada (Regina, Canada). The CO2-rich amine 

leaving the absorber column passes through the lean-rich heat exchanger (LRHX) where 

it is partially heated with the lean amine leaving the desorber. The partially heated rich 

amine goes through another heat exchanger to further raise its temperature to the desired 

value before entering the desorption column. Once the rich amine is stripped of its CO2, it 

exits the desorber where it passes through the LRHX and subsequently cooled to about 

300 K before going into the storage tank. Liquid sampling points exist on the pipes at the 

following locations: just after the absorber, after the desorber and just before the liquid 

enters the absorber. Liquid amine was analysed using Chittick CO2 analysing technique 

described in details by Ji et al., (2009). The gas phase CO2 concentrations were 

determined using an Infrared gas analyser from Nova Analytical Systems Inc., Canada. 

Temperature profiles as well as flow rates were logged into a spreadsheet at the end of 

the experiment when steady state conditions were reached.  

4.3 Pilot Plant Experiments 

5 M MEA and 5 M MEA – 2 M MDEA solutions were utilized in this work. The 

CO2-lean amine and CO2-rich gas flow rates to the absorber were kept at 60 ml/min and 

15 SLPM, respectively. Both the absorber and desorber were operated at 1 atm. All 
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conditions were kept constant except for the type and mass of catalyst used in the 

desorber. Varying weights from 0 g to 200 g at regular interval of 50 g of either γ-Al2O3 

or HZSM-5 catalysts were used in the desorber. A run of 0 g, which indicates the absence 

of catalyst, was used as the baseline for the experiments.  

4.4 Catalyst and 6 mm Inert Marbles Mixture Properties 

To determine the bulk density and catalyst volume fraction as well as total 

packing factor of the mixture, simple experiments were conducted in a 2-inch 1000 ml 

measuring cylinder. Different catalyst masses were mixed with the 6 mm marbles up to 

the height of the section or to the 900 ml mark. In each case the bulk density, catalyst 

volume fraction and total packing factor were determined and plotted. A correlation was 

then used to fit the data points. 
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Figure 4.2: Snapshot of the packing arrangement in the column 
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CHAPTER FIVE: Model Validation and Discussion 

The model was validated against the experimental data obtained from the setup 

outlined in the experimental section. Validation of a model requires accurate 

experimental data to ensure the usefulness of a model. The validity of the data was tested 

by checking how well the liquid phase CO2 mass balance agreed with the gas phase as 

well as repeating a single experimental point several times to check for the variability of 

the data. The reason behind this is that since the plant is an integrated pilot plant with 

absorber and desorber, any CO2 taken up by the liquid during absorption would be 

stripped out at the desorption stage hence CO2 absorbed should be same as CO2 desorbed. 

The following were used as the basis for the validation of the model. They are grouped as 

inputs and outputs. 

The non-catalytic data were used as the base case to fix all parameters such as 

mass transfer coefficient and interfacial area factors before simulating the catalyst runs. 
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Table 5.1: Model inputs and outputs 

Parameter Inputs Outputs 

Streams Rich amine loading and 

flowrate 

Lean amine loading 

CO2 product flowrate 

 

Temperature Liquid inlet temperature Column temperature profile 

Others Catalyst weight  
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5.1 Evaluation of Experimental Data 

To ensure that accurate experimental data were obtained, an experiment was 

repeated 3 times to determine the repeatability of the experiment. The experimental 

condition was set at flow rate of 80 ml/min of liquid to the absorber with 150 g of catalyst 

in the desorber, and an average catalyst bed temperature of 85 °C.  

Again, the mass balance error was evaluated for each experiment to meet the 

condition stated previously (i.e. CO2 absorbed in the absorber should be equal to CO2 

desorbed in the desorber). The equation to determine the mass balance error is shown 

below 

%100%
2

22 



absorbed

desorbedabsorbed

CO

COCO
error       (5.1) 

The reproducibility of the results is shown in Table 3: 

The results in Table 5.2 show that the experimental pilot plant yielded data with 

excellent repeatability. Hence, the experimental data obtained for each data point is 

trustworthy. Again, the mass balance error is well within the ±10 % acceptable error 

range; consequently, the results are accurate. 
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Table 5.2: Experimental data repeatability results 

Condition 150 g Alumina catalyst in desorber 

 80 ml/min liquid inlet to absorber 

 15 SLPM gas inlet to absorber 

 85 average catalyst bed temperature 

Run # Lean loading, 

mol CO2/ mol 

MEA 

Rich loading, 

mol CO2/ mol 

MEA 

CO2 

desorbed, 

kg/hr 

Mass balance 

error, % 

1 0.43 0.49 0.0664 0.79 

2 0.44 0.50 0.0672 -1.80 

3 0.43 0.50 0.0717 2.41 
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5.1.1 Accuracy of loading and temperature measurements 

Loading measurements are important in the calculation of the stripped/desorbed 

CO2 in the desorber. It is therefore paramount that the error in its measurements as well 

as its propagation in the CO2 production rate are quantified. To quantify the uncertainty 

in loading measurements using the Chittick CO2 apparatus, the loading of a loaded amine 

solution was measured 3 times as shown in the Table 5.3. 

The average of the deviations was determined and their deviations from their 

mean determined and averaged as well. This is shown in Table 4. From Table 4 above, 

the value of the measured loading can differ by 0.004. This value was then used to 

quantify the propagation of the error in the CO2 production rate. It is worth mentioning 

that NMR and GC-MS are other more accurate techniques for measuring CO2 loading but 

are however time consuming. 

The CO2 production rate was calculated from the lean and rich loadings using the 

equation below. 

CO2 Production Rate =  outCOinCOsolutionoadedsolutionloaded xxF ,, 22
    (5.2) 

Where F is the volumetric flowrate of the amine, ρ is the density of the amine and x is the 

mass fraction of CO2 in the amine. The mass fraction was calculated from the CO2 

loading. 
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Table 5.3 : Loading measurements for the same sample solution measured 3 times 

Test Loading Deviation from mean 

1 0.4216 0.0061 

2 0.4294 0.0017 

3 0.4320 0.0043 

Average 0.4277 0.0040 

 

 

The result is presented in Table 5.4 below. 

 

Table 5.4: Error propagation of loading in the calculation of CO2 production rate 

 Loading In, mol 

CO2/mol Amine 

Loading Out, 

mol CO2/mol 

Amine 

CO2 produced, kg/hr 

Base case 0.5 0.42 0.1056 

Maximum 

deviation 

0.5004 0.416 0.1162 
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The maximum deviation in Table 5.4 was determined by decreasing the lean 

loading by 0.004 and increasing the rich loading by the same value. This represents the 

maximum deviation and so the percent error which is approximately 10 % represent the 

maximum deviation because of the propagated error from the loading. Hence, any 

calculated CO2 production is in a range of ±10 %. 

Also, the thermocouples used in this research were obtained from Cole Parmer 

and had an accuracy of ±3.3 °C. 

5.2 6 mm marble and catalyst mixture properties 

The mixture physical property correlations are presented in Figures 5.1 – 5.4. 

These figures show that generally the same trend is exhibited. As the catalyst mass 

increases in the mixture, the volume fraction and packing factor increases while the bulk 

density and packing diameter decreases. The increase in volume fraction is because as 

more catalyst is added to the mixture, the mass of 6 mm marble decreases. This 

subsequently decreases the volume fraction of the inert material. Since the catalyst has a 

higher packing factor than the inert material, a volume average of the two packing factors 

causes an increase in the packing factor as the volume fraction increases. A decrease is 

however seen in the mixture bulk density and packing diameter. This is because the 

catalyst is less dense as compared to the inert material. Also, the catalyst has a smaller 

packing diameter than the inert. An increase in the volume fraction therefore causes a 

decrease in these two parameters for the reasons mentioned earlier. 
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Figure 5.1: Plot of catalyst bulk density vs. catalyst mass for γ– Al2O3 and HZSM-5 

catalysts 

 

Figure 5.2: Plot of Mixture packing factor vs. catalyst mass for γ–Al2O3 and HZSM-5 

catalysts 
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Figure 5.3: Plot of catalyst volume fraction vs. catalyst mass for γ–Al2O3 HZSM-5 

catalysts 

 

Figure 5.4: Plot of average particle packing diameter vs. catalyst mass for γ–Al2O3 

HZSM-5 catalysts 
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Table 5.5: Individual packing properties calculated from their geometry 

 γ-Al2O3 HZSM-5 6 mm inert 

Packing factor, m-1 2000 2500 1000 

Packing diameter, 

mm 

3  4 6 
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5.3 Systems Studied and Effects on Model 

5.3.1 MEA System (single primary amine) 

5.3.1.1 Kinetics 

Conventionally, desorption of CO2 from aqueous CO2-loaded MEA involves a 

complex system of liquid phase reactions in series and in parallel. The reactions are as 

listed in Equations R1 to R5: 

Instantaneous reversible reactions 

OHHCO 23 
 ⇌   OHCO 3

2

3        (R1) 

OHMEAH 2 ⇌  OHMEA 3        (R2) 

OH2 ⇌   OHOH 3          (R3) 

Kinetically controlled reversible reactions 

  OHMEACOO 3 ⇌ 22 COOHMEA        (R4) 



3HCO ⇌ 2COOH 
         (R5) 

CO2 is formed from reactions R4 and R5. However, R4 is more important in the 

reaction system as 

3HCO  exist in trace quantities or is insignificant in CO2 – MEA – 

H2O system as compared to carbamate and hydronium ions. R4 and R5 are assumed to be 

kinetically controlled and not instantaneous; hence they are approximated with fast 

forward and fast reverse reactions.  

Reactions R1 – R3 are instantaneous equilibrium reactions. Their equilibrium 

constants were determined from the standard Gibbs free energy available from Aspen 
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Plus databank. The rate and equilibrium constants for R1 – R5 are presented in the Table 

5.6 

These constants are used in the equation below to determine the rates of reactions 











 


nc

i

a

i
iC

RT

E
kr

1

exp         (5.3)  

Where k is the pre-exponential constant and C is concentration of species i in the system. 

Catalytic Reactions 

The presence of a solid catalyst in the system influences only the kinetically 

controlled reactions in conformity with the basics of physical chemistry principles as the 

instantaneous equilibrium reactions in both the reverse and forward directions are 

affected to the same extent. Hence, the equilibrium constants remain constant with the 

same values. The catalytic reaction scheme used was the one developed by Akachuku et 

al. (2016), and details are as given in Table 5.7. 
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Table 5.6: Kinetic parameters for kinetically controlled reactions occurring in MEA-CO2-

H2O system 

Reaction K E, cal/mol Comment 

R4, Reverse 9.77E10 9855.8 Taken from Hikita et al., (1977) 

R4, Forward 3.23E19 15655 

R5, Reverse 4.20E13 13249 Taken from Pinsent et al., (1956) 

R5, Forward 2.38E17 29451 Calculated using kinetic parameters of R5 

reverse reaction and equilibrium constant of 

the reversible reaction. 
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Table 5.7: Pre-exponential constants and activation energy for catalytically controlled 

reactions for CO2 desorption from CO2-loaded aqueous MEA solution (Akachuku, 2016).  

  MEAMEACOO ⇌ 22 COMEA  

Catalyst Rate Equation Constants 

γ-Al2O3  
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5.3.2 MEA-MDEA System (Blended primary-tertiary amine system) 

5.3.2.1 Kinetics 

The kinetics of MEA-MDEA follows the same concept as single MEA. That is, it 

is made of equilibrium reactions and kinetically controlled reactions. With the inclusion 

of the catalyst, catalytic reactions are also present. Again, the presence of the catalyst 

only affects the kinetically controlled reactions and not the equilibrium reactions. 

Reactions R1 – R5 are present in MEA-MDEA system as well. One equilibrium reaction 

(R6) and one kinetically controlled (R7) reversible reactions are added. They are shown 

below: 

OHMDEA 2 ⇌  OHMDEA 3        (R6) 

  3HCOMDEA ⇌ 22 COOHMDEA        (R7) 

Again, the equilibrium constant for R6 is determined from the thermodynamics of the 

system and the kinetic parameters for the kinetically controlled reactions are presented 

below: 
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Table 5.8: Kinetic parameters for kinetically controlled reactions occurring in MEA-CO2-

H2O system 

Reaction K E, cal/mol Comment 

R7, Reverse 2.21E8 7432 Taken from Ramachandran et al., (2006) 

R7, Forward 8.89E11 15334 Calculated using kinetic parameters of R7 

reverse reaction and equilibrium constant of 

the reversible reaction. 

 

Table 5.9: Pre-exponential constants and activation energy for catalytically controlled 

reactions for MEA-MDEA system developed by (Akachuku, 2016). 

  32HCOMDEAMEAMEACOO ⇌  OHOHMDEACOMEA 2232  

Catalyst Rate Equation Constants 

γ-Al2O3  
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5.4 Validation 

5.4.1 MEA System (Single primary amine system) 

5.4.1.1 Lean loading and CO2 production rates 

The model was first validated with the lean loading exiting the desorber. The 

results of both catalysts are presented in Table 5.10. However, per Tobiesen et al., (2008), 

comparing experimental outlet liquid loading to simulated liquid loading is not a good 

measure of model accuracy since it is not sufficiently sensitive. Also, it may conceal 

significant discrepancies. Nonetheless, we compared the experimental loading to the 

simulated loading. Furthermore, we used the CO2 product, which translate into the mass 

transfer rates as the main measure to determine the accuracy of the model. A parity plot 

for loading is shown in Figure 5.5 while that for CO2 production is given in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.5: Experimental vs. simulated lean loadings exiting the desorber 
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Figure 5.6 - Experimental vs. simulated CO2 production rates in the desorber 
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As seen in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the absolute average deviation (AAD) for the lean 

loading exiting the desorber is 2.8 % and this is greatly different from the AAD of the 

production rate. This results support the assertion of the insensitivity of loading, as 

mentioned earlier. From the parity plot of CO2 production rates (Figure 5.6) and from 

Table 5.10, it is seen that simulation involving HZSM-5 catalyst produced higher 

deviations as compared to that involving γ-Al2O3 catalyst. Contributing factors that can 

be attributed to this is the kinetic parameters used in the model or experimental error. 

Majority of the simulation under-predict the experimental CO2 production rates in 

the desorber for both catalysts (Figure 5.6). This may be due to uncertainty in 

determining the experimental loading. Since the CO2 production rate calculations were 

based on loading, any error in loading calculation is propagated onto CO2 production 

rates. On the other hand, the parity plot for the loading indicates over-prediction of the 

experimental values, especially at 85 and 95 °C. This corresponds with the under-

prediction of the CO2 production rates (as shown in Figure 5.6). The parity plot for lean 

loading (Figure 5.5) shows under-prediction of the experimental values at 75 °C 

(indicating higher lean loading), and gradually proceeds to over-prediction at 95 °C 

(indicating lower lean loading). This may be due to the uncertaintity in the separation 

pressure of in the hot water/oil heat exchanger section of the model and it affected the 

simulation at different temperatures.  

Overall, the model predicted the CO2 production well with an AAD of 8.9 % 

which is within acceptable range for validity of process models and therefore the model 

can be used for design as well as further studies of the catalytic system. 
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Table 5.10 - Table of experimental and simulated results for different catalyst mass and 2 catalyst types for MEA 

 Rich 

Loading, 

mol/mol 

Temperature 

before 

Column, °C 

Lean Loading, mol/mol CO2 Product, kg/hr Catalyst 

mass, g 

Liquid 

flowrate, 

ml/min 

Catalyst 

type 

Average bed 

Temp., °C 

Run # Experiment Experiment Experiment Simulation AAD Experiment Simulation AAD     

1 0.5 82.26 0.47 0.46 2.1 0.0264 0.02707 2.5 0 61 γ-Al2O3 75 

2 0.51 82.55 0.47 0.46 2.1 0.0285 0.03081 8.1 50 60 γ-Al2O3 75 

3 0.51 82.63 0.47 0.46 2.1 0.0365 0.03342 8.4 100 60 γ-Al2O3 75 

4 0.51 82.55 0.47 0.46 2.1 0.0365 0.03512 3.8 150 60 γ-Al2O3 75 

5 0.5 82.64 0.47 0.46 2.1 0.0365 0.04026 10.3 200 61 γ-Al2O3 75 

6 0.49 92.12 0.41 0.42 2.4 0.0654 0.06426 1.7 0 60 γ-Al2O3 85 

7 0.5 92.07 0.41 0.42 2.4 0.0701 0.06493 7.4 50 59 γ-Al2O3 85 

8 0.5 91.99 0.41 0.41 0.4 0.0745 0.06605 11.3 100 60 γ-Al2O3 85 

9 0.51 91.36 0.41 0.41 0.0 0.0778 0.06966 10.5 150 60 γ-Al2O3 85 

10 0.5 91.74 0.4 0.41 2.5 0.0771 0.07244 6.0 200 61 γ-Al2O3 85 

11 0.49 97.15 0.37 0.38 2.7 0.0863 0.08307 3.7 0 61 γ-Al2O3 95 

12 0.49 97.07 0.36 0.38 5.6 0.0995 0.08712 12.4 50 61 γ-Al2O3 95 

13 0.49 97.51 0.36 0.37 2.8 0.0978 0.08909 8.9 100 60 γ-Al2O3 95 
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14 0.49 97.56 0.36 0.37 2.8 0.1021 0.09013 11.7 150 61 γ-Al2O3 95 

15 0.49 97.69 0.35 0.37 5.7 0.103 0.09084 11.8 200 60 γ-Al2O3 95 

AAD     2.5   7.9     

16 0.52 82.68 0.48 0.46 2.1 0.0292 0.02707 2.5 50 60 HZSM-5 75 

17 0.5 82.63 0.46 0.46 4.2 0.0292 0.02764 5.3 100 60 HZSM-5 75 

18 0.51 82.8 0.47 0.46 0.0 0.0292 0.02761 5.4 150 60 HZSM-5 75 

19 0.51 82.9 0.47 0.46 2.1 0.0292 0.02801 4.1 200 61 HZSM-5 75 

20 0.5 91.69 0.41 0.46 2.1 0.0731 0.03078 5.4 50 61 HZSM-5 85 

21 0.5 91.92 0.39 0.41 0.0 0.0817 0.06426 1.7 100 61 HZSM-5 85 

22 0.5 91.65 0.4 0.41 0.0 0.0868 0.06648 9.1 150 60 HZSM-5 85 

23 0.5 91.74 0.39 0.41 5.1 0.0863 0.07175 12.2 200 61 HZSM-5 85 

24 0.49 97.35 0.36 0.41 2.5 0.1087 0.07183 17.3 50 61 HZSM-5 95 

25 0.5 97.32 0.36 0.41 5.1 0.1115 0.07255 15.9 100 60 HZSM-5 95 

26 0.5 97.33 0.36 0.38 2.7 0.1085 0.08307 3.7 150 60 HZSM-5 95 

37 0.49 97.51 0.33 0.37 2.8 0.1087 0.09333 14.1 200 61 HZSM-5 95 

AAD    0.37 2.8  0.09576 14.1     

             

Overall     2.8   8.9     
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5.4.1.2 Effects of hot water/oil heat exchangerpressure 

The operating pressure of the hot water/oil heat exchanger is important for 

simulation purposes. This is because the amount of gas that leaves prior to the rich amine 

entering the desorber when it is heated is a function of temperature, pressure and 

composition of the amine. As seen from Figures 5.7 and 5.8, as pressure increases, the 

CO2 production rates decreases. Consequently, the lean loading increases. This agrees 

well with the fact that high pressures favours absorption of CO2. Therefore, as the 

pressure increases, CO2 tends to be more soluble even at high temperature. When the CO2 

production rate decreases, less heat is consumed when raising the amine temperature of 

the amine to the desired temperature. This is because the latent heat of vapourisation and 

heat of desorption of CO2 decrease. Even though the CO2 production rate decreases as 

well, from Figure 5.9, one can conclude that the extent of decrease of heat input is higher 

than that of CO2 production thus resulting in lower heat duty. In this research work, 

however, the hot water/oil heat exchanger pressure was kept at atmospheric pressure 

since this is unknown or was not measured experimentally. Future work should consider 

measuring the hot water/oil heat exchanger pressure. 
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Figure 5.7: Effect of hot water/oil heat exchanger pressure on simulated lean loading at 

different average desorber temperatures 
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Figure 5.8: Effect of hot water/oil heat exchanger pressure on simulated CO2 production 

rates at different average desorber temperatures 
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Figure 5.9: Effect of hot water/oil heat exchanger pressure on simulated heat duty at 

different average desorber temperatures 
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5.4.1.3 Temperature profiles 

CO2 desorption is followed by a decrease in temperature because it is an 

endothermic reaction. Thus, the degree of change in temperature gives an indication of 

the rate of CO2 desorption. The higher the temperature drop, the faster the rate of CO2 

desorption and vice versa. 

Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 show a comparison of the experimental and simulated 

temperature profiles respectively for 0, 150 and 200 g of γ-Al2O3 catalyst. Specifically, 

Figure 5.11 shows the profile for the non-catalytic run at 85 °C. Based on this figure, it is 

seen that both the simulated and the experimental temperature profiles have almost 

identical shape. However, the model under-predicts the column temperature profile. They 

however, merge at the ends. 

A close look at the experimental temperature profile shows that the decrease in 

temperature starts gradually from height 40 to 36 then drops drastically from 36 to 33 

before dropping gradually to the end of the column. This may be due to two reasons. The 

first is that there may be significant maldistribution at the top of the column before the 

liquid is evenly distributed in subsequent stages. The second is that the presence of the 

catalyst significantly enhances the rate of mass transfer hence the sharp drop. However, 

Figure 5.14 does not have a catalyst. Consequently, it must be related more with the 

former rather than the latter. The simulation shows a sharp drop in temperature from the 

liquid inlet (40 in) to about 35 in and then drops gradually to the liquid outlet 

temperature. This confirms the assertion that the rate of mass transfer is expected to be 

higher at the top of the column since the liquid amine is richer and hotter than the stages 

at the bottom of the column. 
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Figure 5.10: Experimental and simulated desorber temperature profile for MEA, Run 6 

(0g: no catalyst at 85 °C) 
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Figure 5.11: Experimental and simulated desorber temperature profile for MEA, Run 4 

(150 g γ-Al2O3 catalyst at 75 °C) 
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Figure 5.12: Experimental and simulated desorber temperature profile for MEA, Run 15 

(200g γ-Al2O3 catalyst at 95 °C) 
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The experimental and simulated desorber temperature profiles for the catalytic 

runs of 150 g catalyst at 75 °C and 200 g catalyst at 95 °C are given in Figures 5.12 and 

5.13, respectively. Again, the experimental and simulation results of Figures 5.12 and 

5.13 follow the same trend as Run 6 in Figure 5.11, and therefore, the same reasons can 

be used to explain what is happening in the column. However, 8 data points have been 

plotted on Figure 5.12 with the last point indicating the temperature of the sump. The 

sump data point (red triangle) was included to show the complete trend as the 2nd 

measurement point might be an error. The runs were taken randomly to show the 

prediction of the temperature profile in the column. In all the plots, average liquid and 

gas temperatures were used in the comparison because of the uncertainty in knowing 

which phase the temperature probes were measuring. The simulation is able to predict the 

temperature profiles well.  

 

5.4.2 MEA-MDEA system (Blended primary-tertiary amine system) 

5.4.2.1 Lean loading and CO2 production rates 

In the case of MEA-MDEA system, the reverse of what happened in the loading 

and CO2 production rates is observed. The model over-predicted the higher loading 

regime (75 °C) and under-predicted at lower loading regime (95 °C). Also, at 85 °C, the 

model under-predicted the lean loadings. Again, this might be attributed to the 

uncertainty of the pressure in the hot water/oil heat exchanger and the inaccuracy of the 

VLE of MEA-MDEA system in Aspen. Even though Aspen Plus has been used 

extensively to model MEA-MDEA as well as MEA systems, the accuracy of its VLE has 

mostly been corrected by researchers before usage. However, this was not done in this 
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work. Again, this could have been caused by several parameters like viscosity, surface 

tension, diffusivity, etc. as well as the mass transfer correlations on which the non-

equilibrium model depends. Nonetheless, the AAD was 2.6 % which is good even though 

loading is not a good measure of a model’s accuracy due to its insensitivity. The parity 

plot is shown in Figure 5.13. 

The parity plot of the CO2 production rate is good with an AAD of 7.7 % but 

showed an over-prediction of the CO2 production rate at 95 °C and under-prediction at 75 

°C for both γ-Al2O3 and HZSM-5 catalysts. This conforms well with the assertion stated 

for the prediction in the loading because an under-prediction of lean loading should 

translate into higher CO2 production rates and vice versa. However, the model’s CO2 

production rates seem to agree well with experimental data as seen in Figure 5.14.  

Table 5.11 shows a summary of the comparison of the experimental results and the 

simulation results. 
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Figure 5.13: Experimental vs. simulated lean loading in the desorber for MEA-MDEA 

system 
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Figure 5.14: Experimental vs. simulated CO2 production rates in the desorber for MEA-

MDEA system
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Table 5.11: Table of experimental and simulated results for different catalyst mass and 2 catalyst types for MEA-MDEA 

 Rich 

Loading, 

mol/mol 

Temp. 

before 

Column, °C 

Lean Loading, mol/mol CO2 Product, kg/hr Catalyst 

Weight, g 

Liquid 

flowrate, 

ml/min 

Catalyst Average 

Temp 

Run # Exp. Exp. Exp. Sim. AAD Exp. Sim. AAD     

1 0.45 79.9 0.41 0.41 0.0 0.0428 0.0433 1.2 0 61 γ-Al2O3 75 

2 0.45 81.14 0.41 0.41 0.0 0.0459 0.0434 5.5 50 59 γ-Al2O3 75 

3 0.46 81.41 0.4 0.41 2.5 0.0554 0.0552 0.3 100 59 γ-Al2O3 75 

4 0.45 81.24 0.4 0.41 2.5 0.0545 0.0555 1.8 150 59 γ-Al2O3 75 

5 0.45 81.58 0.4 0.41 2.5 0.0578 0.0577 0.1 200 63 γ-Al2O3 75 

6 0.39 92.02 0.32 0.32 0.0 0.0797 0.0841 5.5 0 61 γ-Al2O3 85 

7 0.41 94.44 0.32 0.31 3.1 0.0898 0.09985 11.2 50 59 γ-Al2O3 85 

8 0.41 92.66 0.33 0.32 3.0 0.0889 0.0998 12.2 100 61 γ-Al2O3 85 

9 0.4 92.34 0.32 0.32 0.0 0.0856 0.0963 12.5 150 61 γ-Al2O3 85 

10 0.41 93.35 0.33 0.32 3.0 0.0922 0.1009 9.4 200 61 γ-Al2O3 85 

11 0.41 98.22 0.29 0.28 3.4 0.1299 0.1387 6.8 0 63 γ-Al2O3 95 

12 0.41 98.71 0.29 0.27 6.9 0.1368 0.1428 4.4 50 63 γ-Al2O3 95 

13 0.4 98.27 0.29 0.28 3.4 0.1327 0.1410 6.3 100 63 γ-Al2O3 95 
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14 0.4 98.48 0.29 0.28 3.4 0.1350 0.1462 8.3 150 61 γ-Al2O3 95 

15 0.4 98.98 0.28 0.27 3.6 0.1362 0.1453 6.7 200 65 γ-Al2O3 95 

AAD         2.5     6.1         

16 0.44 81.53 0.4 0.41 2.5 0.0487 0.0437 10.2 50 61 HZSM 5 75 

17 0.44 81.67 0.39 0.4 2.6 0.0445 0.0429 3.7 100 62 HZSM 5 75 

18 0.44 81.59 0.39 0.4 2.6 0.0560 0.0521 7.0 150 61 HZSM 5 75 

19 0.44 81.16 0.39 0.4 2.6 0.0525 0.0451 14.2 200 60 HZSM 5 75 

20 0.4 92.38 0.32 0.32 0.0 0.0875 0.1021 16.6 50 60 HZSM 5 85 

21 0.41 92.62 0.32 0.32 0.0 0.0971 0.0884 9.0 100 58 HZSM 5 85 

22 0.41 93.22 0.32 0.32 0.0 0.0962 0.0881 8.5 150 61 HZSM 5 85 

23 0.43 92.32 0.34 0.33 2.9 0.0946 0.0867 8.3 200 60 HZSM 5 85 

24 0.4 98.37 0.28 0.26 7.1 0.1332 0.1430 7.4 50 62 HZSM 5 95 

25 0.4 98.23 0.28 0.26 7.1 0.1319 0.1474 11.8 100 62 HZSM 5 95 

26 0.41 98.3 0.29 0.27 6.9 0.1340 0.1444 7.7 150 63 HZSM 5 95 

27 0.4 97.83 0.28 0.27 3.6 0.1299 0.1149 11.6 200 64 HZSM 5 95 

AAD         2.8     8.6         

             

Overall         2.6     7.7         
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5.4.2.2 Temperature profiles 

The shape of the temperature profile of the model is similar to that of the 

experimental for both temperatures of 75 °C and 85 °C but not 95 °C. While, the shapes 

of the temperature profile at 95 °C is the same, the slope of the simulation temperature 

profile is slightly gentil compare to the experimental profile. This can be explained in 

terms of mass transfer that at higher temperatures, majority of the mass transfer occurred 

at the top of the column (merged with the hot water/oil heat exchanger for the model) in 

the model because of over-prediction of the VLE or the uncertainty of the pressure in the 

hot water/oil heat exchanger. Hence, little mass transfer occurred in the actual column 

resulting in a steeper shape than the actual experiment. As explained earlier, a change in 

temperature is synonymous to desorption of CO2. On the overall, the model under-

predicts the temperature profiles indicating the assertion stated earlier for that of MEA. 

While the model shows that majority of the mass transfer occur between 40 and 35 

inches, the experimental results shows a uniform and steady temperature drop. 
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Figure 5.15: Experimental and simulated desorber temperature profile for MEA-MDEA, 

Run 2 (50 g γ-Al2O3 catalyst at 75 °C) 
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Figure 5.16: Experimental and simulated desorber temperature profile for MEA-MDEA, 

Run 7 (50 g γ-Al2O3 catalyst at 85 °C) 
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Figure 5.17: Experimental and simulated desorber temperature profile for MEA-MDEA, 

Run 11 (0 g catalyst at 95 °C) 
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5.5 Effect of blending MDEA with MEA 

As expected, the combined effect of the blended solvent performs better than the 

single amine. The presence of the catalyst however, positively aids the process with MEA 

more than that of MEA-MDEA. This can be seen in Tables 5.10 and 5.11. To briefly 

explain this, the presence of MDEA lifts the burden of the catalyst and thus little catalyst 

action is seen. In terms of modeling, the AAD (both lean loading and CO2 production 

rates) of MEA-MDEA is better than that of MEA alone. Since the model and equations 

were kept constant, this can solely be attributed to the property system used in the model 

or the MEA-MDEA kinetics used in the model was more accurate than that for single 

MEA. 

5.6 Heat Duty Analysis 

Figure 5.18 below shows the parity plot for catalyst-aided CO2 desorption heat 

duty using MEA as a solvent. Clearly, the model results do not agree well with the 

experimental results as the AAD is 65.7 %. This does not conform well with the good 

AAD of lean loading and CO2 production rates. From the parity plot, the model over-

predicts the heat duty. However, this is explained with the help of Figure 5.19. 

At 0 g of catalyst, the simulated heat duty is offset by about 3 GJ/tonne CO2 

which is not an issue. The main issue is that, the change in heat duty with increase in 

catalyst seem to be constant in the simulation but not in the experimental. 

produced CO

inputHeat 
 duty Heat 

2

        (5.4) 
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Figure 5.18: Experimental vs simulated Heat duty for the desorption of CO2 in MEA-

CO2-H2O system 
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Figure 5.19: Experimental and simulated heat duty at different catalyst weights for MEA-

CO2-H2O system 
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From the equation 5.4 above, if the simulated CO2 produced agreed quite well 

with the experimental results, then the reason for the disagreement of the simulation with 

the experimental is most likely to be due to the sensitivity of the heat input. The heat 

input was calculated from the inlet an outlet temperature of the hot water/oil heat 

exchanger and the flowrate of the hot oil. In short, the system understudy is too sensitive 

for the heat input such that small changes in temperature or hot oil flowrate especially 

temperature will result in a substantial error. However, this is inconclusive and should be 

investigated further. 

5.7 Desorption Column Analysis 

 Mass transfer is a function of mass transfer coefficient and the driving force for or 

concentration gradient between two points. Mass transfer coefficient is inherent of the 

chemistry of the system, the packing used in the column, flowrates, etc and so can’t be 

changed that much once they are fixed. However, the driving force is the major factor 

affecting mass transfer. It also determines the direction of mass transfer. The higher the 

driving force, the higher the mass transfer. Therefore, the lower concentration of a 

component understudy is desired in the direction of the mass transfer. While absorption is 

favoured by high concentration of CO2 in the gas phase, low gas phase concentration 

favours desorption. The figure below shows the gas phase concentration in the desorption 

column. 
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Figure 5.20: Typical simulation CO2 concentration profiles in the catalytic desorber 
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In the conventional desorption column, the presence of water in the gas phase 

dilutes the gas phase and reduces the CO2 concentration hence increasing the driving 

force for mass transfer of CO2 to the gas phase. However, in the catalytic desorption 

system, little water is produced at the operating conditions, and hence, the CO2 

concentrations are quite high as seen in Figure 5.20. Even though the reactions are faster 

with the presence of the catalyst, the rate of mass transfer is likely to be hindered by the 

driving force. A detailed system analysis and design should be sought to optimize the 

system so that the catalysts for CO2 desorption will be utilized. 
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CHAPTER SIX: General Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions 

The advancement of new technologies especially in the area of post combustion 

CO2 capture requires that issues of design, scale up, optimisation and control should be 

well handled considering industry requirements. For this to be achieved, a reliable and 

efficient process model is necessary. In this work, a model for catalyst-aided CO2 

desorption including hot water/oil heat exchanger was developed and validated against an 

integrated pilot plant data utilizing 2 solvent types (MEA and MEA-MDEA solutions) 

and 2 commercial catalysts (γ-Al2O3 and HZSM-5). The agreement between the 

experimental and the simulated CO2 production rates was found to be good with an 

average deviation of ±8.9 % for MEA and ±7.7 % for MEA-MDEA. 

The model presented in this paper considers multi-component mass transfer, 

liquid phase reactions and catalytic reactions, heat transfer and hydrodynamics of the 

column. A pseudo-homogeneous liquid phase was assumed, and the catalyst mass 

transfer was handled by the catalytic rate equation. The model handles the contribution of 

catalyst both physically and chemically by modifying the packing factor for mass transfer 

and the kinetically controlled reactions, respectively. The modification of the packing 

factor was handled using empirical correlations developed in-house as presented in 

Figures 5.1 – 5.4. 

The model was implemented in the simulation environment Aspen Custom 

Modeler which allows the user to directly rely on Aspen Properties for the amine 

property prediction using eNRTL thermodynamic model. Again, the model is flexible 
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enough to handle both absorption and conventional desorption process as well as the new 

catalyst-aided process due to the use of control structures to handle different input and 

output configurations. 

Based on the simulation results, the catalyst is seen to be aiding in the CO2 

desorption process as the CO2 production rate increases with both catalysts with HZSM-5 

having a greater effect than γ-Al2O3. Also, based on the observed temperature profiles, 

maldistribution was suggested. This situation should be addressed effectively. The use of 

catalyst coated packing or other available hardware used in reactive distillation as 

reported by Taylor and Krishna, (2000) could be employed. Also, the presence of high 

CO2 concentration in the gas phase of the desorption column needs to be addressed as it 

can greatly decrease the driving force for mass transfer.  

The validated model provides a range of capabilities for analysis, design, 

optimization and control of the catalytic desorption process. 

6.2 Recommendations 

 As it stands now, the model is valid only at 60 ml/min amine flow rate because of 

the restriction of the catalytic kinetics used in this work. Further research should 

be geared towards expanding the range of the kinetics before using it for further 

studies especially ones that require that the flow rate be changed. 

 The sensitivity of the experimental heat duty as well as the model’s heat duty 

should be further investigated and reconciled or the uncertainty quantified before 

use for further studies especially in the economic analysis as the heat duty is of 

great importance in such analysis.  
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 Further work should be geared at modeling the catalytic desorber as a 3-phase 

system to eliminate the pseudohomogeneous liquid-solid phase assumption. 
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APPENDIX A: Standard Operating Procedures for the 

Integrated Post-Combustion CO2 Capture Pilot Plant 

The section outlines the details of operation of the integrated pilot plant used in 

this work. It covers what needs to be done before, during and after operation of the plant. 

Details of the pilot plant is shown in the diagram below. 

In the diagram below, SP stands for Sampling Point and TT stands for 

Temperature Transmitter. The SPs and TTs are organised into groups as outlined in the 

table below: 
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Process Flow Diagram of the integrated CO2 capture pilot plant with details of the 

sampling points and temperature transmitters used in this work 
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Important sampling points and temperature transmitters in the pilot plant 

Group Function Remark 

SP 1 – 7 Absorber gas sampling points These are measured using an infrared gas 

analyser and inputted into the LABVIEW 

interface before recording. 

SP 8 – 9 Liquid sampling points CO2 loadings are calculated from these 

samples using the Chittick CO2 analysing 

technique 

TT 1 – 6 Absorber temperature transmitter These are recorded automatically by the 

LABVIEW interface. 

TT 7 – 12 Desorber temperature transmitter These are recorded automatically by the 

LABVIEW interface. 
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In this work, even though the absorber temperature profiles and temperature 

transmitters were recorded, only the desorber temperature profile and the loadings 

obtained from the liquid sampling points were used in the validation of the model. 

Before Operation of the Pilot Plant 

 The amount of catalyst was weighed, and poured into a 2-inch diameter 1000 ml 

measuring cylinder. It was then topped up with small marbles (3 mm) to the 900 

ml mark and transferred to a different container. Care was taken when mixing the 

catalyst with the small marbles to prevent attrition as the catalyst can break easily, 

especially the cylindrical ones (HZSM 5 in my case). Also, an amount of big 

marbles (6 mm) was measured using the 1000 ml measuring cylinder by filling it 

to the 100 ml mark. This was done twice as two of the 100 ml big marbles are 

needed. 

 The amine solution was prepared hours before conducting the experiment and 

kept under the fume hood while being well stirred until experiment starts. This is 

to allow enough time for mixing. The concentration was confirmed just before 

starting the experiment and adjustments were made if necessary. 

 The desorption column was packed with the amount of catalyst to be studied. 

Packing the desorption column involves dismounting the column from the rig, 

removing the packings used in the previous experiment and washing the internals 

thoroughly first with normal tap water and then deionized water. The column was 

then packed with the big marbles, then a mixture of small marbles and catalyst 

and then the big marbles again. 
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 The infrared gas analyser was calibrated just before starting or few minutes after 

starting the experiment with 15 % CO2 and 100 N2. It is also advisable to calibrate 

the thermocouples a least once a month. However, once every fortnight is 

recommended as the temperature profile is important for validation of the model. 

 The pure CO2 and N2 tanks are connected to the plant. 

 The gas saturator was also checked and topped up with water if necessary. 

During Operation of the Pilot Plant 

 The amine solution was first circulated in the plant. This was achieved by first 

pumping it into the absorber and then to the desorber until the level indicators on 

the columns are stable or constant.  

 At the same time, the heater is turned on and raised to the desired temperature. 

The oil was then circulated in the system once the amine level in the columns was 

stable. 

 The gas mixture was then introduced into the absorber and then checked using the 

analyser to ensure that the percentage of CO2 is as desired. Usually for 15 SLPM 

gas flow rate, 2.3 SLPM CO2 flow rate is introduced first and then topped up with 

N2 to 15 SLPM. 

 After the plant stabilizes (when the levels in the absorber and desorber are 

constant), the temperature profiles of both columns, CO2 concentration out of the 

absorber, and lean and rich loadings are checked intermittently till they are fairly 

constant. At this point care should be taken not to upset the system. 

 Once the operator was sure of steady state conditions using the checks mentioned 

in the previous point, the absorber CO2 profiles were measured starting from the 
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top (SP 1 – very important) and then gradually move downwards. This was 

recorded manually in the LABVIEW interface. Starting from the bottom will 

affect the gas concentration entering the column which can move the system away 

from steady state.  

 Once the CO2 concentration profiles were recorded, the entire plant operation is 

recorded in the LABVIEW software for about a minute. This process writes the 

data to an excel worksheet. 

 Finally, the liquid flow rate was measured using a stopwatch and a 100 ml 

measuring cylinder to confirm the flow rate. Careful judgement was made to 

check this during operation but not in a way to drive the plant to an unsteady state 

position. In an event where, after all data was recorded but the flow rate was not 

as desired, the data was first recorded and the operation of the plant continued 

with the adjusted flow rate till another steady state condition attained. 

 After the data is recorded, the plant is shutdown 

After Operation of the Pilot Plant 

 Shutting down the plant involved turning off the gas to the column and increasing 

the cooling water flow rates. 

 Again, the amine is circulated in the plant while cooling the hot oil. This was to 

ensure that the hot parts of the plant especially the hot oil lines cool gradually and 

not drastically. 

 After a not so high temperature is attained, the hot oil circulator is shutdown and 

the desorber dismounted, cleaned and prepared for the next experiment using the 

procedure mentioned earlier. 
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 In events where the amine type is to be changed, deionized water was circulated 

thoroughly in the plant to get rid of all the previous amine used before 

dismounting, cleaning and packing.  
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APPENDIX B: Model Codes 

The model presented in this work was building in a modular structure or in an 

object oriented way. The structure is shown in the diagram below: 
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Modular structure of the model developed in ACM 
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Description and purpose of each section of code 

Model Purpose 

Section This is the main model of the work. It merges all other parts of the 

code into a single column. In this section of code, the stages are 

created, initialized and linked via ports. 

Stage The stage houses the material and energy balance equations for the 

bulk liquid and gas phases. The film model is also initialized and 

the results (heat and mass transfer rates) returned to complete the 

computation of the mass and energy balance equations. 

Film The film model contains the computation of mass and heat transfer 

rates as well as the mass transfer coefficients. It uses Maxwell 

Stefan equation and Onda’s correlation to compute the rates. 

Reactions and CReactions This creates and initializes the catalytic and non-catalytic reactions. 

In this model, the rates of reactions are computed and returned to 

the stage model for material and energy balance computation. 

Mixer and Heater This models the hot water/oil heat exchanger and the separator. 
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Section 

Model Section 

  // Simulation control parameters 

  NStage                                        as IntegerParameter(20); 

  NStageCat                                     as IntegerParameter(12); 

  Stages                                        as IntegerSet([1:NStage]); 

  TotHeight                                     as LengthParameter(Description:"Total height of column, m", 

Value:0.9144); 

  simStep                                       as IntegerParameter(Description:"Simulation step control 

parameter", Value:1); 

  simType                                       as SimulationType(Description:"Simulation type"); 

  react                                         as YesNo(Description:"Reaction control parameter"); 

  gasFilmThickness                              as LengthParameter(Description:"Gas film thickness, m", 

Value:0.00001); 

  catType                                       as catalystType(Description:"Type of catalyst on stage"); 

  catPresent(Stages)                            as YesNo(Description:"Catalyst reaction control parameter", 

Value: "No"); 

 

  // Stage parameters 

  D                                             as LengthParameter(Description:"Diameter of column, m", Value: 

0.0508); 

  H                                             as LengthParameter(Description:"Height of stage, m", Value: 

TotHeight/NStage); 

  A                                             as area(Description:"Cross-sectional area of column, m2", Value: 

(3.142*D*D/4), Spec: Fixed); 

  P                                             as pressure(Description:"Pressure on stage, bar", Value: 1.01325, 

Spec: Fixed); 

  htfact                                        as RealParameter(Description:"Heat transfer coefficient factor, 

dimensionless", Value:1); 

  mtfactG                                       as RealParameter(Description:"Mass transfer coefficient factor 

of Gas, dimensionless", Value:1); 

  mtfactL                                       as RealParameter(Description:"Mass transfer coefficient factor 

of Liquid, dimensionless", Value:1); 
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  intfact                                       as RealParameter(Description:"Interfacial area factor, 

dimensionless", Value:1); 

  reactfact                                     as RealParameter(Description:"Reaction conditioning factor, 

dimensionless", Value:0.001); 

  eps                                           as RealParameter(Description:"Parameter to control small mole 

fractions, dimensionless", Value:1e-5); 

   

  // Packing Parameters     

  critSurfTens                                  as surf_tens(Description:"Critical surface tension of liquid on 

packing-0.061 for ceramic material, N/m", Value: 0.061, Spec:Fixed); 

  voidFrac                                      as Fraction(Description:"Void fraction of packing, 

dimensionless", Value: 0.40, Spec: Fixed); 

  holdup                                        as Fraction(Description:"Liquid holdup on stage, 

dimensionless", Value:0.001); 

  aPMarb                                        as PackingFactor(Description:"Packing specific surface area, 

m2/m3", Value:1000, Spec:Fixed, Upper:3000); 

  dPMarb                                        as lengthParameter(Description:"Nominal packing size, m", 

Value: 0.006); 

  aP                                            as PackingFactor(Description:"Packing specific surface area, 

m2/m3", Value:1000, Spec:Fixed, Upper:3000); 

  dP                                            as lengthParameter(Description:"Nominal packing size, m", 

Value: 0.006);       

  BulkDensity                                   as RealParameter(Description:"Bulk density of catalyst, 

kg/m3"); 

  CatVolFrac                                    as RealParameter(Description:"Volume fraction of catalyst"); 

 

  // Catalyst properties 

  catMassTot                                    as RealParameter(Description:"Total mass of catalyst, kg", 

Value:0.05); 

  catMassStage                                  as RealParameter(Description:"Catalyst mass per stage, kg", 

Value:catMassTot/NStageCat);        

  aPCat                                         as PackingFactor(Description:"Packing specific surface area, 

m2/m3", Value:2000, Spec:Fixed, Upper:3000); 

  dPCat                                         as lengthParameter(Description:"Nominal packing size, m", 

Value: 0.003); 
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  // Reporting 

 

  TLB(stages)                                   as Temperature(Value:80); 

  TGB(stages)                                   as Temperature(Value:80); 

  xB(componentlist, stages)                     as molefraction; 

  yB(componentlist, stages)                     as molefraction; 

  L(stages)                                     as flow_mol; 

  G(stages)                                     as flow_mol;   

 

  // Ports 

  liq_in                                        as input mainPort; 

  liq_out                                       as output mainPort; 

   

  gas_out                                       as output mainPort; 

  gas_in                                        as input mainPort; 

 

  // Initial values 

  L_initial                                     as flow_mol; 

  G_initial                                     as flow_mol; 

  T_initial                                     as Temperature; 

 

  // Liquid loadings 

  alpha_in                                      as RealVariable(Description:"Liquid inlet loading, 

dimensionless"); 

  alpha_out                                     as RealVariable(Description:"Liquid outlet loading, 

dimensionless"); 

  Heat_Duty                                     as RealVariable(Description: "Heat duty, GJ/Kmol"); 

  Q                                             as global enthflow; 

  co2_product                                   as global flow_mol; 
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   // Create Instances of Stages 

   stage(stages)                    as stage; 

 

   // connect up stages and feeds/products 

   for j in [1:NStage-1] do 

     connect stage(j).liq_out and stage(j+1).liq_in; 

     connect stage(j).gas_in and stage(j+1).gas_out; 

   endfor 

    

 

   If liq_out.isConnected then 

     link stage(NStage).liq_out and liq_out; 

   endif 

 

   If liq_in.isConnected then 

     link stage(1).liq_in and liq_in; 

   endif 

 

   if gas_in.isConnected then 

     link stage(NStage).gas_in and gas_in; 

   endif 

 

   if gas_out.isConnected then 

     link stage(1).gas_out and gas_out; 

   endif 

 

    // Reference ART reaction global structure 

    IRxnCfg as External ARTRxnCfg; // Equilibrium reactions 

    IRxnCfg2 as External ARTRxnCfg; //Kinetically controlled reaction 
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    // Control parameters 

  for j in stages do 

      stage(j).simStep : simStep; 

      stage(j).simType : simType; 

      //stage(j).liqFilmNodes : liqFilmNodes; 

      //stage(j).gasFilmNodes : gasFilmNodes; 

      stage(j).react : react; 

      stage(j).IRxnCfg : IRxnCfg; 

      stage(j).IRxnCfg2 : IRxnCfg2; 

      stage(j).aP : aP; 

      stage(j).dP : dP; 

      stage(j).A : A; 

      stage(j).H : H; 

      stage(j).intfact = intfact; 

      stage(j).mtfactL = mtfactL; 

      stage(j).mtfactG = mtfactG; 

      stage(j).htfact = htfact; 

      stage(j).eps : eps; 

      stage(j).gasFilmThickness : gasFilmThickness; 

      Stage(j).catMassStage : catMassStage; 

      Stage(j).catPresent : catPresent(j); 

      Stage(j).bulkDensity : bulkDensity; 

      stage(j).catType : catType; 

 

      If stage(j).catPresent == "Yes" Then 

        If Stage(j).catMassStage == 0 Then 

          stage(j).voidFrac : 0.396; 

          stage(j).aP : 1000; 

          stage(j).catVolFrac : 0; 

        Else 
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          stage(j).voidFrac : 1-(0.843184-(0.0717552*(2/(D/2))*dPMarb/2)-

(0.0826997*(2/(D/2))*dPCat/2)-(0.328334*(dPCat/dPMarb))); 

          If catType == "Gamma Alumina" Then 

            stage(j).aP : (1274.9*catMassTot) + 1001.9; 

            stage(j).dP : (-0.0038*catMassTot) + 0.006; 

            stage(j).bulkDensity : (-502.58*catMassTot) + 1256.7; 

            stage(j).catVolFrac : 1.2855*catMassTot;             

          ElseIf catType == "HZSM 5" Then 

            stage(j).aP : (2500*catMassTot) + 1003.3; 

            stage(j).dP : (-0.0033*catMassTot) + 0.006; 

            stage(j).bulkDensity : (-1040.1*catMassTot) + 1270.3; 

            stage(j).catVolFrac : 1.6815*catMassTot;             

          EndIf 

        EndIf 

      Else 

        stage(j).aP : 900; 

        stage(j).dP : 0.0508; 

        stage(j).voidFrac: 0.74; 

        stage(j).catVolFrac : 0; 

      EndIf 

       

       

      // Reporting variables 

      If simStep <> 1 Then 

        stage(j).TLB = TLB(j); 

        stage(j).TGB = TGB(j); 

        stage(j).L = L(j); 

        stage(j).G = G(j); 

        stage(j).xB(componentlist) = xB(componentlist,j); 

        stage(j).yB(componentlist) = yB(componentlist,j); 

      EndIf 
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    endfor 

 

    for j in stages do 

      if simStep == 1 then 

        stage(j).liq_out.P.spec : Fixed; 

        stage(j).liq_out.T.spec : Fixed; 

        stage(j).liq_out.h.spec : Fixed; 

 

        stage(j).gas_out.P.spec : Fixed; 

        stage(j).gas_out.T.spec : Fixed; 

        stage(j).gas_out.h.spec : Fixed; 

 

        //stage(j).K = K;         

      endif 

    endfor 

       

    // Feed enthalpy calculation 

    //Eqn_LiqInEnth: Call(liq_in.h) = pEnth_Mol_Liq(liq_in.T, liq_in.P, liq_in.z); // Delete if 

being used in column. 

    //Eqn_GasInEnth: Call(gas_in.h) = pEnth_Mol_Vap(gas_in.T, gas_in.P, gas_in.z); // Delete if 

being used in column. 

 

    // Calculate loadings and heat duty    

    Eqn_LiqInLoadCalc: alpha_in*(liq_in.z("MEA")+liq_in.z("MEA+")+liq_in.z("MEACOO-")) 

= liq_in.z("CO2")+liq_in.z("MEACOO-")+liq_in.z("HCO3-")+liq_in.z("CO3--"); 

    Eqn_LiqOutLoadCalc: 

alpha_out*(liq_out.z("MEA")+liq_out.z("MEA+")+liq_out.z("MEACOO-")) = 

liq_out.z("CO2")+liq_out.z("MEACOO-")+liq_out.z("HCO3-")+liq_out.z("CO3--"); 

    Eqn_HeatDutyCalc: Heat_Duty = Q/(co2_product*44); 
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End 

Stage 

Model Stage 

 

  // Simulation control parameters 

  simStep                                       as IntegerParameter(Description:"Simulation step control 

parameter"); 

  simType                                       as SimulationType(Description:"Simulation type"); 

  react                                         as YesNo(Description:"Reaction control parameter"); 

  catType                                       as StringParameter(Description:"Type of catalyst on stage", 

Value: "Gamma"); 

   

  // Stage parameters 

  A                                             as area(Description:"Cross-sectional area of column, m2", Value: 

0.186, Spec: Fixed); 

  H                                             as LengthParameter(Description:"Height of stage, m", 

Value:0.04572); 

  P                                             as pressure(Description:"Pressure on stage, bar", Value: 1.01325, 

Spec: Fixed); 

  htfact                                        as RealVariable(Description:"Heat transfer coefficient factor, 

dimensionless", Value:1); 

  mtfactG                                       as RealVariable(Description:"Mass transfer coefficient factor of 

Gas, dimensionless", Value:1); 

  mtfactL                                       as RealVariable(Description:"Mass transfer coefficient factor of 

Liquid, dimensionless", Value:1); 

  intfact                                       as RealVariable(Description:"Interfacial area factor, 

dimensionless", Value:1); 

  reactfact                                     as RealParameter(Description:"Reaction conditioning factor, 

dimensionless", Value:0.001); 

  gasFilmThickness                              as LengthParameter(Description:"Gas film thickness, m", 

Value:0.00001); 

  catPresent                                    as YesNo(Description:"Catalyst reaction control parameter", 

Value: "No"); 
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  // Auxilliary variables 

  chargg(componentlist)                         as RealVariable(Description:"Charge of components, 

dimensionless"); 

  mws(componentlist)                            as molweight(Description:"Molecular weight of 

components in system, kg/kmol"); 

  apparentComponentlist                         as StringSet(["CO2","MEA","H2O"]);  

  eps                                           as RealParameter(Description:"Parameter to control small mole 

fractions, dimensionless", Value:1e-8); 

  catMassStage                                  as RealParameter(Description:"Catalyst mass per stage, kg");    

 

  // Stage variables 

  L                                             as flow_mol(Description:"Liquid flow leaving phase, kmol/hr"); 

  G                                             as flow_mol(Description:"Gas flow leaving phase, kmol/hr", 

Lower:1e-144); 

  xB(componentlist)                             as molefraction(Description:"Bulk liquid phase mole 

fraction", Value:1/size(componentlist)); 

  yB(componentlist)                             as molefraction(Description:"Bulk gas phase mole 

fraction", Value:1/size(componentlist)); 

  xI(componentlist)                             as molefraction(Description:"Interface liquid phase mole 

fraction", Value:1/size(componentlist)); 

  yI(componentlist)                             as molefraction(Description:"Interface gas phase mole 

fraction", Value:1/size(componentlist));   

  NLB(componentlist)                            as flux_mol(Description:"Liquid phase molar flux, 

kmol/m2/s"); 

  NGB(componentlist)                            as flux_mol(Description:"Gas phase molar flux, 

kmol/m2/s"); 

  NLI(componentlist)                            as flux_mol(Description:"Interface molar flux, 

kmol/m2/s"); 

  NGI(componentlist)                            as flux_mol(Description:"Interface molar flux, 

kmol/m2/s"); 

  QLB                                           as heat_flux(Description:"Liquid phase energy flux,kW/m2"); 

  QGB                                           as heat_flux(Description:"Gas phase energy flux,kW/m2"); 

  QLI                                           as heat_flux(Description:"Gas phase energy flux,kW/m2"); 

  QGI                                           as heat_flux(Description:"Gas phase energy flux,kW/m2"); 
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  HLB                                           as enth_mol(Description:"Bulk liquid enthalpy, GJ/kmol"); 

  HGB                                           as enth_mol(Description:"Bulk gas enthalpy, GJ/kmol"); 

  K(componentlist)                              as k_value(Description:"Phase equilibrium K 

values",Lower:1e-144); 

  KI(componentlist)                             as k_value(Description:"Phase equilibrium K values");   

  TLB                                           as temperature(Description:"Bulk liquid temperature, 

C",Value:80); 

  TGB                                           as temperature(Description:"Bulk gas temperature, 

C",Value:80); 

  TI                                            as temperature(Description:"Interface temperature, C",Value:80); 

  aI                                            as packingfactor(Description:"Wetted surface area for mass 

transfer, m2/m3", lower:1e-144); 

  liqDensityMol                                 as dens_mol_liq(Description:"Molar density of liquid, 

kmol/m3"); 

 

  // Stage efficiency 

  //eff(componentlist)                            as RealParameter(Description:"Murphree efficiency, 

dimensionless", Value:1); 

   

  // Packing Parameters 

  aP                                            as RealParameter(Description:"Packing specific surface area, 

m2/m3", Upper:3000); 

  dP                                            as lengthParameter(Description:"Nominal packing size, m", 

Value: 0.025); 

  critSurfTens                                  as surf_tens(Description:"Critical surface tension of liquid on 

packing-0.061 for ceramic material, N/m", Value: 0.061, Spec:Fixed); 

  voidFrac                                      as Fraction(Description:"Void fraction of packing, 

dimensionless", Value: 0.66, Spec: Fixed); 

  holdup                                        as Fraction(Description:"Liquid holdup on stage, 

dimensionless", Value:0.00001); 

 

  // Catalyst properties 

  BulkDensity                                   as RealParameter(Description:"Bulk density of catalyst, 

kg/m3"); 
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  CatVolFrac                                    as RealParameter(Description:"Volume fraction of catalyst"); 

   

  // Reactions   

  eqRateB(componentlist)                        as reaction(Description:"Bulk equilibrium reaction rates, 

kmol/m3/hr", Value:0); 

  eqRateI(componentlist)                        as reaction(Description:"Interface equilibrium reaction 

rates, kmol/m3/hr", Value:0); 

  cRateB(componentlist)                        as reaction(Description:"Bulk equilibrium reaction rates, 

kmol/kg/hr", Value:0); 

  kRateB(componentlist)                        as reaction(Description:"Bulk equilibrium reaction rates, 

kmol/kg/hr", Value:0); 

  KRateI(componentlist)                        as reaction(Description:"Interface equilibrium reaction 

rates, kmol/m3/hr", Value:0); 

 

  // True components variables 

  // Liquid Out 

  xBT(componentlist)                            as molefraction(Description:"True component 

molefraction, dimensionless"); 

   

  // Stage ports 

  liq_in                                        as input mainPort; 

  gas_in                                        as input mainPort; 

  liq_out                                       as output mainPort; 

  gas_out                                       as output mainPort; 

 

  // Fix interface flux and composition for electrolytes 

  yI(componentlist-apparentComponentlist).Value: 0; 

  yI(componentlist-apparentComponentlist).Spec: Fixed; 

  NGI(componentlist-apparentComponentlist).Value: 0; 

  NGI(componentlist-apparentComponentlist).Spec: Fixed;   

 

  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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  if (liq_in.isConnected and gas_in.isConnected) then 

    if simStep == 1 then 

      Eqn_LiqCompBal:     (liq_in.f*liq_in.z(componentlist) + 

((NLB(componentlist)*3600*aI)+eqRateB(componentlist)+((kRateB(componentlist)*(1-

catVolFrac))+(cRateB(componentlist)*catVolFrac*bulkDensity))*holdup)*A*H) = 

(L*xB(componentlist)); // scaled by 1000 

      Eqn_GasCompBal:     1000*(gas_in.f*gas_in.z(apparentComponentlist) + (-

NGB(apparentComponentlist)*3600*aI)*A*H) = 1000*(G*yB(apparentComponentlist)); // 

scaled by 1000 

    else 

 

      Eqn_LiqCompBal:     (liq_in.f*liq_in.z(componentlist) + 

((NLB(componentlist)*3600*aI)+eqRateB(componentlist)+((kRateB(componentlist)*(1-

catVolFrac))+(cRateB(componentlist)*catVolFrac*bulkDensity))*holdup)*A*H) = 

(L*xB(componentlist)); // scaled by 1000 

      Eqn_GasCompBal:     1000*(gas_in.f*gas_in.z(apparentComponentlist) + (-

NGB(apparentComponentlist)*3600*aI)*A*H) = 1000*(G*yB(apparentComponentlist)); // 

scaled by 1000 

      Eqn_LiqHeatBal:     (liq_in.f*liq_in.h + QLB*0.000001*3600*aI*A*H) = (L*HLB); 

      Eqn_GasHeatBal:     (gas_in.f*gas_in.h - QGB*0.000001*3600*aI*A*H) = (G*HGB); 

    endif 

  elseif (liq_in.isConnected) then 

    if simStep == 1 then 

        Eqn_LiqConnLiqCompBal:     (liq_in.f*liq_in.z(componentlist) + 

((NLB(componentlist)*3600*aI)+eqRateB(componentlist)+((kRateB(componentlist)*(1-

catVolFrac))+(cRateB(componentlist)*catVolFrac*bulkDensity))*holdup)*A*H) = 

(L*xB(componentlist)); // scaled by 1000 

        Eqn_LiqConnGasCompBal:     1000*((-NGB(apparentComponentlist)*3600*aI)*A*H) = 

1000*(G*yB(apparentComponentlist)); // scaled by 1000 

    else 

      Eqn_LiqConnLiqCompBal:     (liq_in.f*liq_in.z(componentlist) + 

((NLB(componentlist)*3600*aI)+eqRateB(componentlist)+((kRateB(componentlist)*(1-

catVolFrac))+(cRateB(componentlist)*catVolFrac*bulkDensity))*holdup)*A*H) = 

(L*xB(componentlist)); // scaled by 1000 

      Eqn_LiqConnGasCompBal:     1000*((-NGB(apparentComponentlist)*3600*aI)*A*H) = 

1000*(G*yB(apparentComponentlist)); // scaled by 1000 
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      Eqn_LiqConnLiqHeatBal:     (liq_in.f*liq_in.h + QLB*0.000001*3600*aI*A*H) = (L*HLB); 

// Scaled by 1000 

      Eqn_LiqConnGasHeatBal:     (-QGB*0.000001*3600*aI*A*H) = (G*HGB); // Scaled by 

1000 

    endif 

  elseif (gas_in.isConnected) then 

    if simStep == 1 then 

      Eqn_GasConnLiqCompBal:     

((NLB(componentlist)*3600*aI)+((eqRateB(componentlist)+cRateB(componentlist))*holdup))*

A*H = L*xB(componentlist); 

      Eqn_GasConnGasCompBal:     gas_in.f*gas_in.z(apparentComponentlist) + ((-

NGB(apparentComponentlist)*3600*aI))*A*H = G*yB(apparentComponentlist); 

    else 

      Eqn_GasConnLiqCompBal:     

((NLB(componentlist)*3600*aI)+((eqRateB(componentlist)+cRateB(componentlist))*holdup))*

A*H = L*xB(componentlist); 

      Eqn_GasConnGasCompBal:     gas_in.f*gas_in.z(apparentComponentlist) + ((-

NGB(apparentComponentlist)*3600*aI*intfact))*A*H = G*yB(apparentComponentlist); 

      Eqn_GasConnLiqHeatBal:     QLB*0.000001*3600*aI*intfact*A*H = L*HLB; 

      Eqn_GasConnGasHeatBal:     gas_in.f*gas_in.h - QGB*0.000001*3600*aI*intfact*A*H = 

G*HGB; 

    endif 

  else 

    if simStep == 1 then 

      Eqn_NoConnLiqCompBal:     

((NLB(componentlist)*3600*aI)+((eqRateB(componentlist)+cRateB(componentlist))*holdup))*

A*H = L*xB(componentlist); 

      Eqn_NoConnGasCompBal:     ((-NGB(apparentComponentlist)*3600*aI))*A*H = 

G*yB(apparentComponentlist);  

    else 

      Eqn_NoConnLiqCompBal:     

((NLB(componentlist)*3600*aI)+((eqRateB(componentlist)+cRateB(componentlist))*holdup))*

A*H = L*xB(componentlist); 

      Eqn_NoConnGasCompBal:     ((-NGB(apparentComponentlist)*3600*aI*intfact))*A*H = 

G*yB(apparentComponentlist); 
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      Eqn_NoConnLiqHeatBal:     QLB*0.000001*3600*aI*intfact*A*H = L*HLB; 

      Eqn_NoConnGasHeatBal:     -QGB*0.000001*3600*aI*intfact*A*H = G*HGB; 

    endif 

  endif 

       

  // Phase equilibrium at interface 

  Eqn_PhaseEquilibrium: yI(apparentComponentlist) = 

K(apparentComponentlist)*xI(apparentComponentlist); 

 

  // Interface Summation 

  Eqn_IntLiqSum: sigma(xI(componentlist)) = 1; 

  //Eqn_IntLiqSum: sigma(xI(componentlist)*chargg(componentlist)) = 0; 

  Eqn_IntGasSum: sigma(yI(componentlist)) = 1; 

 

  // Interface flux continuity equation 

  Eqn_appIntFluxCalc:          (NLI(apparentComponentlist)*3600) = 

(NGI(apparentComponentlist)*3600); 

  Eqn_eleIntFluxCalc:          (NLI(componentlist-apparentComponentlist)*3600) = 0;   

 

  // Interface Heat Flux Continuity 

  If simStep <> 1 Then 

    Eqn_HeatFluxInt:            QLI = QGI; // scaled by 1000 

  EndIf 

 

  If simType == "Equilibrium" Then 

 

    Eqn_LiqBulkIntComp:         xI(componentlist) = xB(componentlist); 

    Eqn_GasBulkIntComp:         yI(componentlist) = yB(componentlist); 

    Eqn_IntLiqFluxCalc:         NLI = NLB; 

    Eqn_IntGasFluxCalc:         NGB = NGI; 
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    If simStep <> 1 then 

      Eqn_HeatFluxInt:            QGI = QGB; 

      Eqn_LiqIntHeatFluxCalc:     QLI = QLB; 

    EndIf 

 

    If react == "Yes" Then 

      eqRateI = eqRateB; 

      KRateI = cRateB; 

    EndIf 

     

/* 

  Eqn_appIntFluxCalc:          (NLI(apparentComponentlist)) + 

((eqRateI(apparentComponentlist)+KRateI(apparentComponentlist))/(3600*aI)) = 

(NGI(apparentComponentlist)); 

  Eqn_eleIntFluxCalc:          (NLI(componentlist-apparentComponentlist)) + 

((eqRateI(componentlist-apparentComponentlist)+KRateI(componentlist-

apparentComponentlist))/(3600*aI)) = 0;   

*/ 

  Else 

    /* 

    If simStep == 3 Then 

      Eqn_appIntFluxCalc:          (NLI(apparentComponentlist)) + 

((eqRateI(apparentComponentlist)+KRateI(apparentComponentlist))/(3600*aI)) = 

(NGI(apparentComponentlist)); 

      Eqn_eleIntFluxCalc:          (NLI(componentlist-apparentComponentlist)) + 

((eqRateI(componentlist-apparentComponentlist)+KRateI(componentlist-

apparentComponentlist))/(3600*aI)) = 0; 

    Else     

      Eqn_appIntFluxCalc:          (NLI(apparentComponentlist)) + 

((eqRateI(apparentComponentlist)*reactfact)/(aI*3600)) = (NGI(apparentComponentlist)); 

      Eqn_eleIntFluxCalc:          (NLI(componentlist-apparentComponentlist)) + 

((eqRateI(componentlist-apparentComponentlist))/(3600*aI)) = 0;   

    EndIf 
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    */ 

  EndIf 

 

  if react == "No" then 

 

    //rate.Spec : Fixed; 

    eqRateI(componentlist) = 0; 

    //kRate(componentlist) = 0; 

     

  endif 

 

  if simStep == 1 then 

 

    K.Spec : Fixed; 

    aI.Spec : Fixed; 

    holdup.spec : Fixed;     

 

    If react == "Yes" then 

      //TLB.Spec:Fixed; 

      TI = liq_in.T; 

      TI = TLB; 

    EndIf 

 

  elseif simStep == 2 then 

 

    K.Spec : Fixed; 

    Eqn_LiqEnthCalc:            Call (HLB)         = pEnth_Mol_Liq(TLB, P, xB(componentlist)); 

    Eqn_GasEnthCalc:            Call (HGB)         = pEnth_Mol_Vap(TGB, P, yB(componentlist)); 

    TGB = TLB; TI = TLB; 

    //Eqn_EquiliKValCalc:         Call(KI)            = pKValues(TI, P, xI, yI) componentlist;     
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    aI.Spec : Fixed; 

    holdup.spec : Fixed;     

 

  elseif simStep == 3 then 

 

    Eqn_LiqEnthCalc:            Call (HLB)         = pEnth_Mol_Liq(TLB, P, xB(componentlist)); 

    Eqn_GasEnthCalc:            Call (HGB)         = pEnth_Mol_Vap(TGB, P, yB(componentlist)); 

    Eqn_EquiliKValCalc:         Call(K)            = pKValues(TI, P, xI, yI) componentlist; 

    Eqn_EquiliKValCalcI:         Call(KI)            = pKValues(TI, P, xI, yI) componentlist;     

    holdup.spec : Fixed; 

    //aI.Spec : Fixed; 

 

    If simType =="Equilibrium" Then 

      TGB = TLB; TI=TGB; 

      aI.Spec : Fixed; 

    EndIf 

 

  elseif simStep == 4 then    

 

    Eqn_LiqEnthCalc:            Call (HLB)         = pEnth_Mol_liq(TLB, P, xB(componentlist)); 

    Eqn_GasEnthCalc:            Call (HGB)         = pEnth_Mol_Vap(TGB, P, yB(componentlist)); 

    Eqn_EquiliKValCalc:         Call(K)            = pKValues(TI, P, xI, yI) componentlist; 

     

  endif 

 

  // Equate stage conditions to outlet streams 

  liq_out.f = L;   

  liq_out.z = xB; 

  gas_out.f = G; 
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  gas_out.z = yB; 

 

  if simStep <> 1 then //and simStep <> 2 then 

    gas_out.h = HgB; 

    liq_out.h = HlB; 

    liq_out.T = TlB; 

    gas_out.T = TgB; 

    gas_out.P = P; 

    liq_out.P = P; 

  endif 

       

  // Feed enthalpy calculation 

  //Eqn_LiqInEnth: Call(liq_in.h) = pEnth_Mol_Liq(liq_in.T, liq_in.P, liq_in.z); // Delete if being 

used in column. 

  //Eqn_GasInEnth: Call(gas_in.h) = pEnth_Mol_Vap(gas_in.T, gas_in.P, gas_in.z); // Delete if 

being used in column. 

   

  If simType == "Equilibrium" Then   

    Eqn_LiqMolDensCalc: Call(liqDensityMol) = pDens_Mol_liq(TI,P,xI) componentlist; 

  EndIf 

   

  // Auxilliary calculations 

  Eqn_SpeciesChargeCalc: Call(chargg) = pParam("CHARGE",1); 

  Eqn_ComponentsMolWeight: Call(mws) = pMolWeights(); 

  //xBP(componentlist) = xB(componentlist)+eps; 

  //xIP(componentlist) = xI(componentlist)+eps; 

   

       

  // True components calculations / Determine liquid phase true composition 

  //TLB = liq_in.T; 
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  If simStep <> 1 Then 

    //Eqn_BulkLiqTrueCompCalc: call (xBT, sfracF, lfracF) = pTrueComp (TI, P, xI) 

Componentlist; 

  EndIf 

   

  // Equilibrium reactions 

  

  // Reference ART reaction global structure 

  IRxnCfg as External ARTRxnCfg; // Equilibrium reactions 

  IRxnCfg2 as External ARTRxnCfg; //Kinetically controlled reaction 

/* 

  // Reference to the non-distributed portion of reaction model 

  IRxnCfgModel([1:react=="Yes"]) as ARTRxnCfgModel(IRxnCfg:IRxnCfg); 

 

  // Reference to distributed portion of reaction model 

  IRxnModel([1:react=="Yes"]) as ARTRxnModel(IRxnCfg:IRxnCfg); 

 

 // Assign properties to reaction 

  If react == "Yes" Then 

     

    IRxnCfgModel(1).mws = mws; 

    IRxnModel(1).T = TI; 

    IRxnModel(1).P = P; 

    IRxnModel(1).Rho("Liquid") = liqDensityMol; 

    IRxnModel(1).Holdup = 1.0; 

    IRxnModel(1).z("Liquid",componentlist) = xI(componentlist); 

    IRxnModel(1).compRate("Liquid",componentlist) = eqRateI(componentlist); 

    IRxnMOdel(1).LnKEq.Lower : -100; 

 

  EndIf    

*/ 
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 /*  

  EquilibriumReactionsInt([1:react=="Yes" AND simType <> "Equilibrium"])             as 

Reactions(P=P, T=TI, x=xI, rate=eqRateI, IRxnCfg:IRxnCfg,mws:mws); 

  KineticReactionsInt([1:react=="Yes" AND simType <> "Equilibrium"])                 as 

Reactions(P=P, T=TI, x=xI, rate=KRateI, IRxnCfg:IRxnCfg2,mws:mws); 

*/ 

  EquilibriumReactionsBulk([1:react=="Yes"])            as Reactions(P=P, T=TLB, x=xB, 

rate=eqRateB, IRxnCfg:IRxnCfg,mws:mws); 

  KineticReactionsBulk([1:react=="Yes"])                as Reactions(P=P, T=TLB, x=xB, 

rate=kRateB, IRxnCfg:IRxnCfg2,mws:mws); 

   

 

  // True composition 

  //truecomp2([1:simStep<>1])               as TrueComposition(T=TLB, P=P, x=xB, xBT=xBT); 

 

  // Bulk phase kinetically controlled reaction 

  cRates([1:react=="Yes" AND catPresent=="Yes"])              as CReactions(P=P,T=TLB,x=xB, 

rate=cRateB, catType:catType); 

 

  If catPresent == "No" Then 

    cRateB = 0; 

  EndIf 

 

  // Instantiate RateBased Films 

  liqFilm([1:simType<>"Equilibrium"])               as 

Film(simType:simType,simStep:simStep,A:A,H:H,phase:"Liquid",react:react,reactfact:reactfact,f

ilmNodes:5,intfact=intfact,mtfact=mtfactL,htfact=htfact,chargg:chargg,mws:mws,aP:aP,dP:dP,aI

=aI,holdup=holdup,critSurfTens:critSurfTens,voidFrac:voidFrac,TB=TLB,TI=TI,QB=QLB,QI=

QLI,P=P,compBulk=xB,compInt=xI,NI=NLI,NB=NLB,Flow=L); 

  gasFilm([1:simType<>"Equilibrium"])               as 

Film(simType:simType,simStep:simStep,A:A,phase:"Vapor",apparentComponentlist:apparentCo

mponentlist,filmNodes:3,intfact=intfact,mtfact=mtfactG,htfact=htfact,chargg:chargg,aP:aP,dP:dP

,TB=TGB,TI=TI,QB=QGB,QI=QGI,P=P,compBulk=yB,compInt=yI,NI=NGI,NB=NGB,Flow=

G); 
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/*  // Future work 

  liqFilm([1:simType<>"Equilibrium"])               as 

Film(simType:simType,simStep:simStep,A:A,H:H,phase:"Liquid",react:react,reactfact:reactfact,I

RxnCfg:IRxnCfg,IRxnCfg2:IRxnCfg2,filmNodes:5,intfact:intfact,mtfact:mtfact,htfact:htfact,char

gg:chargg,mws:mws,aP:aP,dP:dP,aI=aI,holdup=holdup,critSurfTens:critSurfTens,TB=TLB,TI=T

I,QB=QLB,QI=QLI,P=P,compBulk=xB,compInt=xI,NI=NLI,NB=NLB,Flow=L,eqRateI=eqRate

I,KRateI=KRateI,liqDensityMol=liqDensityMol); 

  gasFilm([1:simType<>"Equilibrium"])               as 

Film(simType:simType,simStep:simStep,A:A,phase:"Vapor",apparentComponentlist:apparentCo

mponentlist,filmNodes:3,intfact:intfact,mtfact:mtfact,htfact:htfact,chargg:chargg,aP:aP,dP:dP,TB

=TGB,TI=TI,QB=QGB,QI=QGI,P=P,compBulk=yB,compInt=yI,NI=NGI,NB=NGB,Flow=G); 

*/ 

 

End 

Film 

Model Film 

 

  // Global parameters 

  F                                             as RealParameter(Description:"Farady's constant, C/kmol", Value: 

9.65e7); 

  R                                             as global RealParameter; 

  // Simulation control parameters 

  simStep                                       as IntegerParameter(Description:"Simulation step control 

parameter"); 

  simType                                       as SimulationType(Description:"Simulation type"); 

  react                                         as YesNo(Description:"Reaction control parameter", 

Value:"No"); 

 

  // Stage parameters 

  A                                             as area(Description:"Cross-sectional area of column, m2", Value: 

0.186, Spec:Fixed); 

  H                                             as length(Description:"Height of stage, m", Value: 0.10668, 

Spec:Fixed); 
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  P                                             as pressure(Description:"Pressure on stage, bar", Value: 1.01325); 

  htfact                                        as RealVariable(Description:"Heat transfer coefficient factor, 

dimensionless", Value:1); 

  mtfact                                        as RealVariable(Description:"Mass transfer coefficient factor, 

dimensionless", Value:1); 

  intfact                                       as RealVariable(Description:"Interfacial area factor, 

dimensionless", Value:1); 

  reactfact                                     as RealParameter(Description:"Reaction conditioning factor, 

dimensionless", Value:1); 

  apparentComponentlist                         as StringSet(["CO2","N2","MEA","H2O"]); 

 

  // Film parameters 

  msComps                                       as StringSet(componentlist-"H2O"); 

  filmNodes                                     as IntegerParameter(Description:"Number of discretization 

points", Value: 3); 

  phase                                         as PrimaryPhaseType(Description:"Phase of film", 

Value:"Liquid"); 

  delta                                         as RealParameter(Description:"Weighing parameter, 

dimensionless", Value: 1e-8); 

  chargg(componentlist)                         as RealVariable(Description:"Charge of components, 

dimensionless", Spec:Fixed); 

  mws(componentlist)                            as molweight(Description:"Molecular weight of 

components in system, kg/kmol",Fixed); 

  filmThicknessLiq(componentlist,componentlist) as length(Description:"Thickness of liquid film, 

m", Upper:1e10); 

  filmThicknessGas(componentlist,componentlist) as length(Description:"Thickness of gas film, 

m", Upper:1e10); 

  filmThicknessAv                               as length(Description:"Average film thickness, m", 

Upper:1e10); 

  filmThicknessAv1                              as length(Description:"Average film thickness, m", 

Upper:1e10);     

 

  // Packing parameters and constants 
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  aP                                            as RealParameter(Description:"Packing specific surface area, 

m2/m3", Upper:3000); 

  dP                                            as lengthParameter(Description:"Nominal packing size, m", 

Value: 0.025); 

  gravity                                       as RealParameter(Description:"Acceleration due to gravity, 

m2/s", Value: 9.81); 

  critSurfTens                                  as surf_tens(Description:"Critical surface tension of liquid on 

packing-0.061 for ceramic material, N/m", Value: 0.061, Spec:Fixed); 

  voidFrac                                      as Fraction(Description:"Void fraction of packing, 

dimensionless", Value: 0.75, Spec:Fixed); 

  holdup                                        as Fraction(Description:"Liquid holdup on stage, 

dimensionless"); 

  holdupI                                       as Fraction(Description:"Liquid holdup on stage, 

dimensionless"); 

  //voidFrac_gas                                  as Fraction(Description:"Void fraction of packing, 

dimensionless", Value: 1-voidFrac_liq, Fixed); 

 

  // Partial differentials and domains 

  // Domain 

  z                                             as Domain(DiscretizationMethod:"BFD1", Length:1, 

SpacingPreference:1/(filmNodes-1)); 

 

  //Distributed variables 

  xLF([1:phase=="Liquid"],componentlist)        as Distribution1D(XDomain is z, 

HighestOrderXDerivative:2) of molefraction(Description:"Film molefractions", 

Value:1/size(componentlist)); 

  NLF([1:phase=="Liquid"],componentlist)        as Distribution1D(XDomain is z, 

HighestOrderXDerivative:1) of flux_mol(Description:"Film molar fluxes, kmol/m2/s"); 

  xGF([1:phase=="Vapor"],apparentComponentlist)   as Distribution1D(XDomain is z, 

HighestOrderXDerivative:2) of molefraction(Description:"Film molefractions", 

Value:1/size(componentlist)); 

  NGF([1:phase=="Vapor"],apparentComponentlist)   as Distribution1D(XDomain is z, 

HighestOrderXDerivative:1) of flux_mol(Description:"Film molar fluxes, kmol/m2/s");   

  Q                                             as Distribution1D(XDomain is z, HighestOrderXDerivative:1) of 

heat_flux(Description:"Film molar heat fluxes, kW/m2"); 
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  T                                             as Distribution1D(XDomain is z, HighestOrderXDerivative:1) of 

temperature(Description:"Film temperature, degree celsius"); 

  Hf([0:z.EndNode])                             as enth_mol(Description:"Average film enthalpy, 

GJ/kmol"); 

  //elecPot([1:phase=="Liquid"])                  as Distribution1D(XDomain is z, 

HighestOrderXDerivative:1) of Voltage(Description:"Electric Potential, V"); 

  chemPot([1:phase=="Liquid"],componentlist)    as Distribution1D(XDomain is z, 

HighestOrderXDerivative:1) of RealVariable(Description:"Chemical Potential of components"); 

  ActivityCoe(componentlist,[0:z.EndNode])      as act_coeff_liq(Description:"Activity coefficient 

of liquid", Lower:1e-144); 

   

  // Non-distributive variables 

  // Liquid 

  liqBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist)       as diffus_liq(Description:"Binary diffusivity of 

liquid, cm2/s",Lower:1e-00144); 

  liqMSBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist)     as diffus_liq(Description:"MS Binary diffusivity 

of liquid, cm2/s",Lower:1e-00144); 

  gasBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist)       as diffus_vap(Description:"Binary diffusivity of 

gas, cm2/s",Lower:1e-00144); 

  liqDensityMass                                as dens_mass_liq(Description:"Mass density of liquid, 

kg/m3",Lower:1e-00144); 

  liqDensityMol                                 as dens_mol_liq(Description:"Molar density of liquid, 

kmol/m3",Lower:1e-00144); 

  liqSurfTens                                   as surf_tens(Description:"Liquid surface Tension, 

N/m",Lower:1e-00144); 

  liqVisc                                       as visc_liq(Description:"Viscosity of liquid, cP");   

  ReW                                           as RealVariable(Description:"Reynolds number of flow on 

wetted area, dimensionless",Lower:1e-144); 

  FrL                                           as RealVariable(Description:"Froude number of flow, 

dimensionless",Lower:1e-144); 

  WeL                                           as RealVariable(Description:"Weber number of flow, 

dimensionless",Lower:1e-144); 

  aI                                            as packingfactor(Description:"Wetted surface area for mass 

transfer, m2/m3", lower:1e-144); 
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  aII                                           as packingfactor(Description:"Wetted surface area for mass 

transfer, m2/m3", lower:1e-144); 

  lambdaL                                       as cond_liq(Description:"Liquid thermal conductivity, 

W/m/K"); 

  ScL(componentlist,componentlist)              as RealVariable(Description:"Schmidt number of 

flow, dimensionless",Lower:1e-144); 

  kL(componentlist,componentlist)               as mass_trans_coe(Description:"Mass transfer 

coefficient, m/s",Lower:1e-00144);//, Lower:0.0000000001); 

 

  // Gas 

  gasDensityMass                                as dens_mass_vap(Description:"Mass density of gas, 

kg/m3", Lower:1e-144); 

  gasDensityMol                                 as dens_mol_vap(Description:"Molar density of gas, 

kmol/m3"); 

  gasVisc                                       as visc_vap(Description:"viscosity of gas, cP", Lower:1e-144); 

  lambdaG                                       as cond_vap(Description:"Gas thermal conductivity, W/m/K"); 

  ScG(apparentComponentlist,apparentComponentlist)  as RealVariable(Description:"Schmidt 

number of flow, dimensionless",Lower:1e-144); 

  kG(apparentComponentlist,apparentComponentlist)   as mass_trans_coe(Description:"Mass 

transfer coefficient, m/s",Lower:1e-144);//, Lower:0.0000000001); 

  yF(componentlist,[0:z.EndNode])               as molefraction(Description:"Dummy mole fraction 

for enthalpy calculations"); 

   

  // General 

  Vel                                           as velocity(Description:"Velocity of phase, m/s"); 

  Re                                            as RealVariable(Description:"Reynolds number of flow, 

dimensionless",Lower:1e-144);       

 

  kAv                                           as mass_trans_coe(Description:"Gas Mass transfer coefficient, 

m/s"); 

  Flow                                          as flow_mol(Description:"Molar flow rate of gas or liquid, 

kmol/hr"); 

  xAv(componentlist)                            as molefraction(Description:"Average mole fraction of 

phase", Value:1/size(componentlist)); 
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  TAv                                           as temperature(Description:"Average film temperature, degrees 

C"); 

  CpMol                                         as cp_mol(Description:"Molar heat capacity, KJ/kmol/K"); 

  DiffusAv                                      as diffusivity(Description:"Average diffusivity, cm2/s", 

Upper:10); 

  Sc_scalar                                     as RealVariable(Description:"Schmidt number of flow scalar, 

dimensionless", Lower:1e-144); 

  Pr_scalar                                     as RealVariable(Description:"Prandtl number of flow scalar, 

dimensionless", Lower:1e-144); 

  ht                                            as heat_trans_coeff(Description:"Heat transfer coefficient of 

phase, kW/m2/K", Lower:1e-144); 

 

  // Reaction variables 

  eqRateF(componentlist,[0:z.EndNode])          as reaction(Description:"Rate of reaction in the 

film, kmol/m3/hr", Value:0); 

  eqRateB(componentlist)                        as reaction(Description:"Rate of reaction in bulk film, 

kmol/m3/hr", Value:0); 

  eqRateI(componentlist)                        as reaction(Description:"Rate of reaction in bulk film, 

kmol/m3/hr", Value:0); 

  KRateF(componentlist,[0:z.EndNode])           as reaction(Description:"Rate of reaction in the 

film, kmol/m3/hr", Value:0); 

  KRateB(componentlist)                         as reaction(Description:"Rate of reaction in bulk film, 

kmol/m3/hr", Value:0); 

  KRateI(componentlist)                         as reaction(Description:"Rate of reaction in bulk film, 

kmol/m3/hr", Value:0);   

 

  // Variable imports and exports from the stage 

  compBulk(componentlist)                       as molefraction(Description:"Bulk phase mole 

fractions", Value: 1/size(componentlist)); 

  compInt(componentlist)                        as molefraction(Description:"Interphase mole fractions", 

Value: 1/size(componentlist)); 

  NI(componentlist)                             as flux_mol(Description:"Interphase molar flux, 

kmol/m2/s"); 

  NB(componentlist)                             as flux_mol(Description:"Bulk phase molar flux, 

kmol/m2/s"); 
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  TB                                            as temperature(Description:"Bulk phase temperature, degrees 

C"); 

  TI                                            as temperature(Description:"Interphase temperature, degrees C"); 

  QI                                            as heat_flux(Description:"Heat flux in film, kW/m2"); 

  QB                                            as heat_flux(Description:"Bulk heat flux, kW/m2"); 

 

  // True composition property variable 

  xBT(componentlist)                            as molefraction(Description:"True component 

molefraction, dimensionless"); 

  xBTF(componentlist,[0:z.EndNode])             as molefraction; 

 

  // Fix mole fractions of ions in gas phase to 0 

  yF(componentlist-apparentComponentlist,[0:z.EndNode]).Value: 0; 

  yF(componentlist-apparentComponentlist,[0:z.EndNode]).Spec: Fixed;                            

   

  // Calculations 

  // Average film mole fraction. Used as a result of linearized theory 

  For comp in componentlist-"AIR" Do 

    //Eqn_AverageCompCalc:    Call(xAv(comp)) = pAverage(x(comp,[0:z.EndNode])); 

  EndFor 

 

  // Average film properties calculation 

  Eqn_AverageFilmComp: xAv = 0.5*compBulk+(1-0.5)*compInt; 

  //xAv = compBulk; 

  //Eqn_AverageFilmTemp: TAv = TB; 

  Eqn_AverageFilmTemp: TAv = 0.5*TB+(1-0.5)*TI; 

 

  // Film thickness calculation 

  //Eqn_FilmThickCalc: filmThicknessAv*kAv = DiffusAv/10000; 

 

  // Liquid Flux and Composition calculation 
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  If phase == "Liquid" Then 

   

    // Boundary conditions 

    Eqn_LiqBulkComp:    xLF(1,componentlist,z.EndNode) = compBulk(componentlist); 

    Eqn_LiqIntComp:     xLF(1,componentlist,0) = compInt(componentlist); 

    Eqn_LiqIntFlux:     NLF(1,componentlist,0) = NI(componentlist); 

    Eqn_LiqBulkFlux:    NLF(1,componentlist,z.EndNode) = NB(componentlist); 

    Eqn_LiqBulkHeatFlux: Q(z.EndNode) = QB; 

    Eqn_LiqIntHeatFlux: Q(0) = QI; 

    Eqn_LiqBulkTemp: T(z.EndNode) = TB; 

    Eqn_LiqIntTemp: T(0) = TI; 

    //Eqn_IntEqRate: eqRateF(componentlist,0) = eqRateI(componentlist); 

    //Eqn_BulkEqRate: eqRateF(componentlist,z.EndNode) = eqRateB(componentlist); 

    //Eqn_IntKRate: KRateF(componentlist,0) = KRateI(componentlist); 

    //Eqn_BulkKRate: KRateF(componentlist,z.EndNode) = KRateB(componentlist);     

     

    // Conservative Equations 

    For i in [z.Interior+z.EndNode] do 

      If simStep == 3 Then 

        Eqn_LiqContinuity: NLF(1,componentlist)(i) = NI(componentlist); 

        Eqn_LiqHeatContinuity: Q(i) = QI; 

      Else 

          For compi in componentlist Do 

              Eqn_LiqContinuity: 1000*NLF(1,compi)(i).ddx = 1000*0;//(eqRateF(compi,i) + 

KRateF(compi,i))/(3600*aI); 

          EndFor 

        Eqn_LiqHeatContinuity: Q(i).ddx = 0; 

      EndIf 

    EndFor 

 

    // Constitutive Relation / Maxwell Stefan Relation / // Heat Transfer Relations 
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    For i in [z.Interior+z.EndNode] Do 

      If simstep == 3 Then 

        Eqn_LiqConstRel: xLF(1,componentlist)(i) = compInt(componentlist); 

        Eqn_LiqHeatConstRel: T(i) = TI; 

      Else 

        For compi in componentlist-"H2O" Do 

          //Eqn_LiqConstRel: xLF(1,compi)(i).ddx = Sigma(ForEach(compj in componentlist-

compi)((xLF(1,compi)(i)*NLF(1,compj)(i))-

(xLF(1,compj)(i)*NLF(1,compi)(i)))/(liqDensityMol*(kL(compi,compj)))); 

          Eqn_LiqConstRel: 1000*(xLF(1,compi)(i))*chemPot(1,compi)(i).ddx = 

1000*filmThicknessAv*Sigma(ForEach(compj in componentlist-

compi)((xLF(1,compi)(i)*NLF(1,compj)(i))-

(xLF(1,compj)(i)*NLF(1,compi)(i)))/(liqDensityMol*(liqBinDiff(compi,compj)*0.0001))); 

          //Eqn_LiqConstRel: (xLF(1,compi)(i)/(R*T(i)))*chemPot(1,compi)(i).ddx + 

((xLF(1,compi)(i)*chargg(compi)*F)/(R*T(i)))*(elecPot(1)(i).ddx) = Sigma(ForEach(compj in 

componentlist-compi)((xLF(1,compi)(i)*NLF(1,compj)(i))-

(xLF(1,compj)(i)*NLF(1,compi)(i)))/(liqDensityMol*(kL(compi,compj)))); 

        EndFor 

        //Eqn_LiqHeatConstRel: Q(i) = -ht*T(i).ddx + 

Sigma(NLF(1,componentlist,i))*Hf(i)*1000000; 

        Eqn_LiqHeatConstRel: filmThicknessAv*Q(i) = -lambdaL*T(i).ddx + 

filmThicknessAv*Sigma(NLF(1,componentlist,i))*Hf(i)*1000000; 

      EndIf 

    EndFor 

 

    // Film Summation Equation 

    If simstep == 4 Then 

      For i in [z.Interior+z.EndNode] Do 

         Eqn_LiqFilmSum:  Sigma(xLF(1,componentlist,i)) = 1; 

         //Eqn_LiqFilmSum:  Sigma(xLF(1,componentlist,i)*chargg(componentlist)) = 0; 

      EndFor 

    EndIf 
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    // Electric potential calculation 

    For i in [0+z.Interior+z.EndNode] Do 

      //Eqn_ElecPotCalc: ElecPot(1)(i) = -((R*T(i)*sigma(ForEach(compj in componentlist-

"H2O")(chargg(compj)*liqBinDiff(compj,"H2O")*xLF(1,compj)(i).ddx)))/(F*sigma(ForEach(co

mpj in componentlist-

"H2O")(chargg(compj)*chargg(compj)*liqBinDiff(compj,"H2O")*xLF(1,compj)(i))))); 

      //Eqn_ElecPotCalc: ElecPot(1)(i) = ((-F*sigma(ForEach(compj in componentlist-

"H2O")(chargg(compj)*NLF(1,compj)(i))))/((F*F/(R*TAv))*sigma(ForEach(compj in 

componentlist-"H2O")(chargg(compj)*chargg(compj)*liqBinDiff(compj,"H2O")))))-

((R*T(i)*sigma(ForEach(compj in componentlist-

"H2O")(chargg(compj)*liqBinDiff(compj,"H2O")*xLF(1,compj)(i).ddx)))/(F*sigma(ForEach(co

mpj in componentlist-

"H2O")(chargg(compj)*chargg(compj)*liqBinDiff(compj,"H2O")*xLF(1,compj)(i))))); 

    EndFor 

 

    // Liquid film thickness calculation 

    //Eqn_MatLiqFilmThickCalc: 

filmThicknessLiq(componentlist,componentlist)*kL(componentlist,componentlist)*10000 = 

liqBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist); 

     

     // Property and Parameters Calculation using procedures 

     // Aspen Properties Built-in Procedures 

    Eqn_LiqMolDensCalc: Call(liqDensityMol) = pDens_Mol_liq(TAv,P,xAv) componentlist; 

    Eqn_LiqMassDensCalc:Call(liqDensityMass) = pDens_Mass_liq(TAv,P,xAv) componentlist; 

    Eqn_LiqViscCalc: Call (liqVisc) = pVisc_Liq(TAv, P, xAv) ComponentList; 

    Eqn_LiqSurfTensCalc: Call ( liqSurfTens) = pSurf_Tens(TAv, P, xAv) ComponentList; 

    Eqn_LiqBinDiffCalc: Call(liqBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist)) = 

pDiffus_Bin_Liq(TAv,P,xAv(componentlist)); 

    //Eqn_LiqCpCalc: Call (CpMol) = pCp_Mol_Liq(TAv, P, xAv(componentlist)); 

    Eqn_LiqThermCondCalc: Call (lambdaL) = pCond_Liq(TAv, P, xAv) ComponentList; 

     

 

    For i in [0:z.EndNode] Do 

        Eqn_LiqFilmEnthCalc: Call(Hf(i)) = pEnth_Mol_Liq(T(i), P, xLF(1,componentlist,i)); 
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        Eqn_LiqActCoeCalc: Call (ActivityCoe(componentlist,i)) = pAct_Coeff_Liq(T(i), P, 

xLF(1,componentlist,i)); 

        For comp in componentlist Do 

          If xLF(1,comp)(i) > 0 Then 

            Eqn_LiqChemPotCalc: chemPot(1,comp)(i) = 

LOGe((xLF(1,comp)(i))*activityCoe(comp,i)); 

          Else 

            Eqn_LiqChemPotCalcS: chemPot(1,comp)(i) = LOGe((xLF(1,comp)(i)+(1e-

8))*activityCoe(comp,i)); 

          EndIf 

        EndFor 

    EndFor 

   

     // User-Defined Procedures 

    Eqn_LiqVelocityCalc: Call(Vel) = pVelocity(Flow,liqDensityMol,A); 

    /* 

    Eqn_LiqReCalc: Call(Re) = pReynoldsNumber(liqDensityMass,Vel,liqVisc,aP); 

    Eqn_LiqReWCalc: Call(ReW) = pReynoldsNumber(liqDensityMass,Vel,liqVisc,aI); 

    Eqn_LiqFrCalc: Call(FrL) = pFroudeNumber(aP,Vel,gravity); 

    Eqn_LiqWeLCalc: Call(WeL) = pWeberNumber(liqDensityMass,Vel,aP,liqSurfTens); 

    //Eqn_LiqMSBinDiffCalc: Call(liqMSBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist)) = 

pMS_Diffus_Bin_Liq(liqBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist),xAv(componentlist)); 

    Eqn_LiqScCalc: Call(ScL(componentlist,componentlist)) = 

pSchmidtNumber(liqVisc,liqDensityMass,liqBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist)); 

    Eqn_LiqAvMTCalc: Call(kAv) = 

pMatrixWeightedAverage(kL(componentlist,componentlist),xAv(componentlist),delta); 

    Eqn_LiqAvDiffCalc: Call(DiffusAv) = 

pMatrixWeightedAverage(liqBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist),xAv(componentlist),delta); 

    Eqn_LiqAvFilmThicknessCalc: Call(filmThicknessAv) = 

pFilmThickness(liqBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist),kL(componentlist,componentlist),xAv(

componentlist)); 

    Eqn_LiqSchmidtNumberSCalc: Call(Sc_scalar) = 

pSchmidtNumber_Scalar(liqVisc,liqDensityMass,DiffusAv); 
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    Eqn_LiqPrandtlSNumberCalc: Call(Pr_scalar) = 

pPrandtlNumber_Scalar(CpMol,liqVisc,lambdaL,liqDensityMol,liqDensityMass); 

    Eqn_LiqHeatTransCoeCalc: Call(ht) = 

pHeatTransCoe(kAv,Sc_scalar,CpMol,Pr_scalar,liqDensityMol,htfact); 

    */ 

    Eqn_LiqMTCalc: Call(kL(componentlist,componentlist),aI,filmThicknessAv) = 

pLiqMassTransCoe(A,aP,dP,Flow,liqDensityMol,liqVisc,liqSurfTens,CritSurfTens,mtfact,intfact

,liqBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist),xAv(componentlist),liqDensityMass); 

    //Eqn_MatLiqFilmThickCalc: Call(filmThicknessLiq(componentlist,componentlist)) = 

pFilmThickness(liqBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist),kL(componentlist,componentlist)); 

 

    If simStep == 3 Then 

      Eqn_LiqHoldUpCalc: Call(holdupI) = pHoldUp(voidFrac,liqVisc,liqDensityMass,Vel,aP); 

      //Eqn_IntAreaCalc: Call(aI) = 

pWettedArea(aP,critSurfTens,liqSurfTens,Re,FrL,WeL,intfact); 

    Else 

      //Eqn_IntAreaCalc: Call(aI) = 

pWettedArea(aP,critSurfTens,liqSurfTens,Re,FrL,WeL,intfact); 

      Eqn_LiqHoldUpCalc: Call(holdup) = pHoldUp(voidFrac,liqVisc,liqDensityMass,Vel,aP); 

    EndIf 

 

  EndIf 

 

  If phase == "Vapor" Then 

    // Boundary conditions 

    Eqn_GasBulkComp:    xGF(1,apparentComponentList,z.EndNode) = 

compBulk(apparentComponentList); compBulk(componentlist-apparentComponentlist).Value:0; 

compBulk(componentlist-apparentComponentlist).Spec:Fixed; 

    Eqn_GasIntComp:     xGF(1,apparentComponentList,0) = compInt(apparentComponentList); 

    Eqn_GasIntFlux:     NGF(1,apparentComponentList,0) = NI(apparentComponentList); 

    Eqn_GasBulkFlux:    NGF(1,apparentComponentList,z.EndNode) = 

NB(apparentComponentList); NB(componentlist-apparentComponentlist).Value:0; 

NB(componentlist-apparentComponentlist).Spec:Fixed; 

    Eqn_GasBulkHeatFlux: Q(z.EndNode) = QB; 
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    Eqn_GasIntHeatFlux: Q(0) = QI; 

    Eqn_GasBulkTemp: T(z.EndNode) = TB; 

    Eqn_GasIntTemp: T(0) = TI;     

 

    For i in [z.Interior+z.EndNode] do 

      If simStep == 3 Then 

        Eqn_GasContinuity: NGF(1,apparentComponentList)(i) = NI(apparentComponentList); 

        Eqn_GasHeatContinuity: Q(i) = QI; 

      Else 

        For compi in apparentComponentList Do 

            Eqn_GasContinuity: 1000*NGF(1,compi)(i).ddx = 1000*0; 

        EndFor 

        Eqn_GasHeatContinuity: Q(i).ddx = 0; 

      EndIf 

    EndFor 

 

    // Constitutive Relation / Maxwell Stefan Relation / // Heat Transfer Relations 

    For i in [z.Interior+z.EndNode] Do 

      If simstep == 3 Then 

        Eqn_GasConstRel: xGF(1,apparentComponentList)(i) = compInt(apparentComponentList); 

        Eqn_GasHeatConstRel: T(i) = TI; 

      Else 

        For compi in apparentComponentList Do 

          Eqn_GasConstRel: 1000*xGF(1,compi)(i).ddx = 

1000*filmThicknessAv*Sigma(ForEach(compj in apparentComponentList-

compi)((xGF(1,compi)(i)*NGF(1,compj)(i))-

(xGF(1,compj)(i)*NGF(1,compi)(i)))/(gasDensityMol*gasBinDiff(compi,compj)*0.0001)); 

        EndFor 

        //Eqn_GasHeatConstRel: Q(i) = -ht*T(i).ddx + 

Sigma(NGF(1,apparentComponentList,i))*Hf(i)*1000000; 

        Eqn_GasHeatConstRel: filmThicknessAv*Q(i) = -lambdaG*T(i).ddx + 

filmThicknessAv*Sigma(NGF(1,apparentComponentList,i))*Hf(i)*1000000; 
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      EndIf 

    EndFor 

 

    // Gas film thickness calculation 

    //Eqn_MatGasFilmThickCalc: 

filmThicknessGas(apparentComponentlist,apparentComponentlist)*kG(apparentComponentlist,a

pparentComponentlist)*10000 = gasBinDiff(apparentComponentlist,apparentComponentlist);     

 

 /*   Depreciated. 

    

    // Film Summation Equation 

     For i in [0+z.Interior] Do 

       Eqn_GasFilmSum:  Sigma(x(componentlist,i)) = 1; 

     EndFor 

*/ 

     // Heat Transfer Calculations 

     //Eqn_GasEnthFluxCalc: Qf = htfact*ht*(TI - TB) + Sigma(NI(componentlist))*Hf*1000000; 

 

     // Property and Parameters Calculation using procedures 

     // Aspen Properties Built-in Procedures 

    Eqn_GasMolDensCalc: Call(gasDensityMol) = pDens_Mol_Vap(TAv,P,xAv) componentlist; 

    Eqn_GasMassDensCalc:Call(gasDensityMass) = pDens_Mass_Vap(TAv,P,xAv) 

componentlist; 

    Eqn_GasViscCalc: Call (gasVisc) = pVisc_Vap(TAv, P, xAv) ComponentList; 

    //gasVisc.Spec: Fixed; 

    Eqn_GasBinDiffCalc: Call(gasBinDiff(componentlist,componentlist)) = 

pDiffus_Bin_Vap(TAv,P,xAv(componentlist)); 

    //Eqn_GasCpCalc: Call (CpMol) = pCp_Mol_Vap(TAv, P, xAv(componentlist)); 

    Eqn_GasThermCondCalc: Call (lambdaG) = pCond_Vap(TAv, P, xAv) ComponentList; 

 

    For i in [0:z.EndNode] Do 

      yF(apparentComponentlist,i) = xGF(1,apparentComponentlist)(i); 
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        Eqn_GasFilmEnthCalc: Call(Hf(i)) = pEnth_Mol_Vap(T(i), P, yF(componentlist,i)); 

    EndFor 

 

     // User-Defined Procedures 

     /* 

    Eqn_GasVelocityCalc: Call(Vel) = pVelocity(Flow,gasDensityMol,A); 

    Eqn_GasReCalc: Call(Re) = pReynoldsNumber(gasDensityMass,Vel,gasVisc,aP); 

    Eqn_GasScCalc: Call(ScG(apparentComponentList,apparentComponentList)) = 

pSchmidtNumber(gasVisc,gasDensityMass,gasBinDiff(apparentComponentList,apparentCompon

entList)); 

    Eqn_GasAvMTCalc: Call(kAv) = 

pMatrixWeightedAverage(kG(apparentComponentList,apparentComponentList),xAv(apparentCo

mponentList),delta); 

    Eqn_GasAvDiffCalc: Call(DiffusAv) = 

pMatrixWeightedAverage(gasBinDiff(apparentComponentList,apparentComponentList),xAv(app

arentComponentList),delta); 

    Eqn_GasAvFilmThicknessCalc: Call(filmThicknessAv) = 

pFilmThickness(gasBinDiff(apparentComponentList,apparentComponentList),kG(apparentComp

onentList,apparentComponentList),xAv(apparentComponentList)); 

    Eqn_GasSchmidtNumberSCalc: Call(Sc_scalar) = 

pSchmidtNumber_Scalar(gasVisc,gasDensityMass,DiffusAv); 

    Eqn_GasPrandtlNumberSCalc: Call(Pr_scalar) = 

pPrandtlNumber_Scalar(CpMol,gasVisc,lambdaG,gasDensityMol,gasDensityMass); 

    Eqn_GasHeatTransCoeCalc: Call(ht) = 

pHeatTransCoe(kAv,Sc_scalar,CpMol,Pr_scalar,gasDensityMol,htfact); 

    */ 

    Eqn_GasMTCalc: 

Call(kG(apparentComponentList,apparentComponentList),filmThicknessAv) = 

pGasMassTransCoe(A,aP,dP,Flow,gasDensityMol,gasVisc,mtfact,gasBinDiff(apparentCompone

ntList,apparentComponentList),xAv(apparentComponentlist),gasDensityMass); 

    //Eqn_MatGasFilmThickCalc: 

Call(filmThicknessGas(apparentComponentList,apparentComponentList)) = 

pFilmThickness(gasBinDiff(apparentComponentList,apparentComponentList),kG(apparentComp

onentList,apparentComponentList)); 

    //kG.Spec:Fixed; 
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    // Gas phase reactions 

    //eqRateF(componentlist,[1:z.EndNode]).Value : 0; 

    //eqRateF(componentlist,[1:z.EndNode]).Spec : Fixed; 

     

  /*  Depreciated!! 

    If simStep == 3 Then 

      Eqn_GasMTCalc: k*0.001 = gasBinDiff*0.0001; 

      //k.spec: fixed; 

    Else 

      Eqn_GasMTCalc: Call(k(componentlist,componentlist)) = 

pGasMassTransCoe(Re,Sc(componentlist,componentlist),aP,dP,gasBinDiff(componentlist,compo

nentlist)); 

    EndIf 

 

    */ 

  EndIf 

 

  //eqRateFF(componentlist,[0:z.EndNode])          as reaction(Description:"Rate of reaction in the 

film, kmol/m3/hr", Value:0); 

  // Reference ART reaction global structure 

  //IRxnCfg as External ARTRxnCfg; 

  //IRxnCfg2 as External ARTRxnCfg; 

/* 

  // Reference to the non-distributed portion of reaction model 

  IRxnCfgModel([1:phase=="Liquid" AND react=="Yes"]) as 

ARTRxnCfgModel(IRxnCfg:IRxnCfg); 

 

  // Reference to distributed portion of reaction model 

  IRxnModel([1:phase=="Liquid" AND react=="Yes"],[1:z.EndNode]) as 

ARTRxnModel(IRxnCfg:IRxnCfg); 

 

  // Assign properties to reaction 
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  If phase == "Liquid" AND react == "Yes" Then 

    IRxnCfgModel(1).mws = mws; 

    IRxnModel(1,[1:z.EndNode]).T = T([1:z.EndNode]); 

    IRxnModel(1,[1:z.EndNode]).P = P; 

    IRxnModel(1,[1:z.EndNode]).Rho("Liquid") = liqDensityMol; 

    IRxnMOdel(1,[1:z.EndNode]).LnKEq.Lower : -100; 

     

    For i in [1:z.EndNode] Do 

      IRxnModel(1,i).Holdup = 1.0; 

      IRxnModel(1,i).z("Liquid",componentlist) = xLF(1,componentlist)(i); 

      If simStep == 3 Then 

        eqRateF(componentlist,i) = eqRateI(componentlist); 

        IRxnModel(1,i).compRate("Liquid",componentlist) = eqRateFF(componentlist,i); 

      Else 

        IRxnModel(1,i).compRate("Liquid",componentlist) = eqRateF(componentlist,i); 

      EndIf 

    EndFor 

  EndIf 

*/ 

 

  // Instantiate Reaction model 

  //EquilibriumRateFilm([1:react=="Yes" AND phase=="Liquid"],[1:z.EndNode])             as 

Reactions(P=P,IRxnCfg:IRxnCfg,mws:mws); 

  //KineticRateFilm([1:react=="Yes" AND phase=="Liquid"],[1:z.EndNode])             as 

Reactions(P=P,IRxnCfg:IRxnCfg2,mws:mws); 

/* 

  If react == "Yes" Then 

    If phase == "Liquid" Then 

      For i in [1:z.EndNode] Do 

        EquilibriumRateFilm(1,i).T = T(i); 

        EquilibriumRateFilm(1,i).x(componentlist) = xLF(1,componentlist,i); 
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        KineticRateFilm(1,i).T = T(i); 

        KineticRateFilm(1,i).x(componentlist) = xLF(1,componentlist,i);         

        If simStep == 3 Then 

          //eqRateF(componentlist,i) = eqRateI(componentlist); 

          //KRateF(componentlist,i) = KRateI(componentlist); 

          //EquilibriumRateFilm(1,i).Rate(componentlist) = eqRateF(componentlist,i); 

          EquilibriumRateFilm(1,i).Rate(componentlist) = eqRateF(componentlist,i); 

          KineticRateFilm(1,i).Rate(componentlist) = KRateF(componentlist,i);           

        Else 

          EquilibriumRateFilm(1,i).Rate(componentlist) = eqRateF(componentlist,i); 

          KineticRateFilm(1,i).Rate(componentlist) = KRateF(componentlist,i); 

        EndIf 

      EndFor 

    Else 

      eqRateF(componentlist,[1:z.EndNode]) = 0; 

      KRateF(componentlist,[1:z.EndNode]) = 0; 

    EndIf 

  EndIf 

*/ 

/* 

  // True composition calculations 

  truecomp1([1:phase=="Liquid"])     as TrueComposition(T=TAv, P=P, x=xAv, xBT=xBT); 

  truecomp2([1:phase=="Liquid"],[0:z.EndNode])     as TrueComposition(P=P); 

  If phase == "Liquid" Then 

    For i in [0:z.EndNode] Do 

      truecomp2(1,i).T = T(i); 

      truecomp2(1,i).x(componentlist) = xLF(1,componentlist,i); 

      truecomp2(1,i).xBT(componentlist) = xBTF(componentlist,i); 

    EndFor 

  EndIF 
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*/ 

 

End 

Reactions 

Model Reactions 

 

  // Reaction conditions 

  T                                     as temperature(Description:"Temperature, degree celsius"); 

  P                                     as pressure(Description:"Pressure, bar"); 

  x(componentlist)                      as molefraction(Description:"Molefraction, dimensionless"); 

  //holdup                                as Fraction(Description:"Liquid holdup, dimensionless"); 

 

  // Non-distributive reaction parameters 

  mws(componentlist)                    as molweight(Description:"Molecular weight of components in 

system, kg/kmol", Spec:Fixed); 

  densityMol                            as dens_mol(Description:"Molar density of phase, kmol/m3"); 

 

  // Rate 

  Rate(componentlist)                   as reaction(Description:"Component generation rates of 

reaction, kmol/m3/hr"); 

 

  // Reference ART reaction global structure 

  IRxnCfg as External ARTRxnCfg; 

 

    // Reference to the non-distributed part of the global structure 

  IRxnCfgModel([1]) as ARTRxnCfgModel(IRxnCfg:IRxnCfg); 

 

  IRxnCfgModel(1).CalcHeatOfReaction.Value : "No"; 

 

  // Reference to the distributed portion of reaction model 

  IRxnModel as ARTRxnModel(IRxnCfg:IRxnCfg); 
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  // Change bounds of some variables in ART 

  IRxnModel.LnKEq.Lower:-500; 

  //IRxnModel.RxnDist.Equil(1).fuga_coeff_liq.Upper: 1000000;  

 

   

  // Set input to IRxnCfgModel 

  IRxnCfgModel(1).mws = mws; 

 

  // set input to IRxnModel 

  IRxnModel.T = T;  

  IRxnModel.P = P;  

  IRxnModel.z("Liquid") = x; // assume Liquid phase only  

  IRxnModel.Rho("Liquid") = densityMol; 

  IRxnModel.Holdup("Liquid") = 1.0; 

 

  // Compute rates 

  For compi in componentlist Do 

      Eqn_RateCalc1: Rate(compi) = IRxnModel.compRate("Liquid",compi); 

  EndFor 

   

/* Depreciated. Will be changed or removed soon 

   

  // Use pre-packaged submodel  

  RateObj as ARTPlugRxnRate( 

                            IRxnCfg :IRxnCfg, T=T, P=P, z=x, Phase:"Liquid",  

                            SolidCatalystPresent:"No" //, CatDensity=CatDensity 

                           ); 

 

  RateObj.IRxnModel(1).LnKEq.Lower : -100; 
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  Rate(componentlist) = RateObj.Rate(componentlist); 

   

*/ 

 

  // Property calculations 

  Eqn_LiqMolDensCalc: Call(densityMol) = pDens_Mol_liq(T,P,x) componentlist; 

 

End 

CReactions 

Model CReactions 

 

  // Class variables 

  T                         as temperature(Description:"Temperature of phase, Celcius"); 

  P                         as pressure(Description:"Pressure of stage, bar"); 

  x(componentlist)          as molefraction(Description:"Mole fraction of components in system, 

dimensionless"); 

  rate(componentlist)       as RealVariable(Description:"rate of reaction in phase, kmol/hr/kgcat"); 

  otherComps                as StringSet(["CO2","MEA","MEACOO-","MEA+"]); 

  catType                   as StringParameter(Description:"Type of catalyst used", Value:"Gamma 

Alumina"); 

  R                         as global RealParameter; 

 

 

  // Other variables (This is specific to the reaction) 

  k0                        as RealVariable(Description:"Rate constant, dm3/min/g cat"); 

  Ea                        as RealVariable(Description:"Activation energy, J/mol"); 

  k1                        as RealVariable(Description:"Constant, dimensionless"); 

  K2                        as RealVariable(Description:"constant, dimensionless"); 

  conc(componentlist)       as conc_mole(Description:"Molar concentration, kmol/m3"); 

  DensityMol                as dens_mol(Description:"Molar density,kmol/m3"); 
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  // RNH-COO- + MEAH+ <-> 2MEA + CO2 

 

  // Calculate concentrations 

  Eqn_liqDensityCalc: Call(DensityMol) = pDens_mol_liq(T, P, x(componentlist)); 

  conc(componentlist) = x(componentlist)*DensityMol;   

 

 If catType == "Gamma Alumina" Then  

 

    Ea = 98654.8354; 

    k0 = (7.72*10^12.0)*exp(-Ea/(R*(T+273.15))); 

    k1 = 2580; 

    k2 = 4306.48413; 

       

    rate("CO2") = 60*k0*((conc("MEA+")*conc("MEACOO-"))/(1+(k1*conc("MEACOO-

"))+(k2*conc("MEA")))); 

     

  ElseIf catType == "HZSM 5" Then 

     

    Ea = 72259.2; 

    k0 = (2.31*10^12.0)*exp(-Ea/(R*(T+273.15))); 

    k1 = 7.17*10^6.0; 

    k2 = 2751423.84; 

 

    rate("CO2") = 60*k0*((conc("MEA+")*conc("MEACOO-"))/(1+(k1*conc("MEACOO-

"))+(k2*conc("MEA")))); 

       

  EndIf 

  rate("MEA") = 2*rate("CO2"); 

  rate("MEA+") = -rate("CO2"); 

  rate("MEACOO-") = -rate("CO2"); 
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  rate(componentlist-otherComps) = 0; 

 

End 

Mixer 

Model Mixer 

 

  // Declare ports 

  column_port                                         as input mainPort; 

  flash_port                                          as input mainPort; 

 

  total_port                                          as output mainPort; 

 

  // Global variables 

  co2_product                                         as global flow_mol; 

  total(componentlist)                                as flow_mol; 

  CO2densityRatio                                     as global ratio_; 

 

  // Other 

  densityMol                                          as dens_mol; 

  densityMass                                         as dens_mass; 

  co2frac(componentlist)                              as molefraction(Value:0); 

 

  // Calculations 

  For comp in componentlist do 

    total(comp) = (column_port.f*column_port.z(comp))+(flash_port.f*flash_port.z(comp)); 

    total_port.z(comp) = total(comp)/sigma(total(componentlist)); 

    If comp == "CO2" Then 

      co2frac(comp) = 1; 

    Else 
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      co2frac(comp) = 0; 

    EndIf 

  EndFor 

   

  co2_product = total("CO2"); 

  total_port.f = sigma(total(componentlist)); 

  total_port.P = (flash_port.P+column_port.P)/2; 

  //CO2densityRatio*densityMol = densityMass; 

 

  // Energy Balance 

  Eqn_TotalPortEnthCalc: total_port.f*total_port.h = (column_port.f*column_port.h) + 

(flash_port.f*flash_port.h); 

 

  // Property calculations 

  Eqn_TempCalc: Call(total_port.h) = pEnth_Mol_Vap(total_port.T,total_port.P,total_port.z); 

  //Eqn_MassDensCalc: Call(densityMass) = pDens_Mass_Vap(total_port.T, 

total_port.P,co2frac) Componentlist; 

  //Eqn_MolDensCalc: Call(densityMol) = pDens_Mol_Vap(total_port.T, total_port.P,co2frac) 

Componentlist; 

   

   

   

End 

 

Heater 

Model Heater 

 

    L                                 as flow_mol(Description:"Liquid flow out"); 

    G                                 as flow_mol(Description:"Gas flow out"); 

    x(componentlist)                  as molefraction; 

    y(componentlist)                  as molefraction; 
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    s(componentlist)                  as molefraction; 

     

    P                                 as pressure(Fixed); 

    T                                 as temperature(Fixed); 

    Q                                 as global enthflow; 

 

    // Enthalpy and density 

    HG                                as enth_mol; 

    HL                                as enth_mol; 

    densityMol                        as dens_mol; 

 

    // 

    vf                                as vapfraction; 

    sf                                as solfraction; 

    lf                                as liqfraction; 

    r                                 as ratio_; 

 

    // Inlet true composition stuff 

    sfrac                                         as ratio_(Description:"Ratio of solids formed, dimensionless"); 

    lfrac                                         as ratio_(Description:"Ratio of liquid formed, dimensionless"); 

    xBT(componentlist)                            as molefraction(Description:"True component 

molefraction, dimensionless");     

 

    // Liquid loadings and auxilliary calculations 

    alpha_in                                      as RealVariable(Description:"Liquid inlet loading, 

dimensionless"); 

    Vol                                           as Flow_vol(Description:"Volumetric flowrate of inlet liquid, 

m3/hr"); 

    Volml3                                        as RealVariable(Description:"Volumetric flowrate of inlet 

liquid, ml3/min"); 

 

    // Flash efficiency 
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      eff                                         as RealParameter(Description:"Flash efficiency, dimensionless", 

Value:1); 

   

    // Ports 

    liq_in                              as input mainPort; 

    //gas_in                                        as input mainPort; 

    liq_out                             as output mainPort; 

    gas_out                             as output mainPort; 

 

    // Equations begin here 

    // Material Balance 

    Eqn_VLCalc: Call(y,x,s,vf,sf,r) = pTrueCmpVLS(T,P,liq_in.z); 

    Eqn_LiqFracCalc: lf = (1.0 - vf - sf); 

    Eqn_LiqOutCalc: liq_in.f*lf = L; 

    Eqn_GasOutCalc: liq_in.f*vf = G; 

 

    // Convert inlet to true composition 

    Eqn_InletLiqTrueCompCalc: call (xBT, sfrac, lfrac) = pTrueComp (liq_in.T, liq_in.P, liq_in.z) 

Componentlist; 

 

    // Energy balance 

    Eqn_HeatBal: liq_in.f*liq_in.h + Q = L*HL + G*HG; 

 

    // Property Calculations 

    Eqn_LiqInEnth: Call(liq_in.h) = pEnth_Mol_Liq(liq_in.T, liq_in.P, xBT); 

    Eqn_LiqOutEnth: Call(HL) = pEnth_Mol_Liq(T, P, x); 

    Eqn_GasOutEnth: Call(HG) = pEnth_Mol_Vap(T, P, y); 

    Eqn_LiqDensCalc: Call(densityMol) = pDens_Mol_Liq(liq_in.T,liq_in.P,xBT); 

 

    // Calculate loadings and auxilliary calculations 
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    Eqn_LiqInLoadCalc: alpha_in*(liq_in.z("MEA")+liq_in.z("MEA+")+liq_in.z("MEACOO-")) 

= liq_in.z("CO2")+liq_in.z("MEACOO-")+liq_in.z("HCO3-")+liq_in.z("CO3--"); 

    Eqn_VolFlowCalc: liq_in.F = Vol*densityMol; 

    Eqn_VolFlowtoml3: Volml3 = Vol*(1000000/60); 

 

    // Map out to ports 

    // Equate stage conditions to outlet streams 

    liq_out.f = L;   

    liq_out.z = x; 

    gas_out.f = G; 

    gas_out.z = y; 

    gas_out.h = HG; 

    liq_out.h = HL; 

    liq_out.T = T; 

    gas_out.T = T; 

    gas_out.P = P; 

    liq_out.P = P; 

 

   

   

 

End 
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